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Executive Summary

In August of 1979, the United Nations will be holding a Conference

on Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD) in Vienna, Austria.

This conference embodies et effort on the part of the United Nations to

draw together the scientific and technological (SST) potential of the

developed countries so as to benefit the developing world. The principal

mechanism of this effort is the process of preparation of national or

country papers by all nations, in Which the developed countries are to

examine their own experience/performance and potential for applying

science and technology to development and transferring technology to the

less developed countries (LDCs).

The United States is attempting to respond coastructively to requests

put forward by the LDCs, and, as one of the most technologically advanced

nations in the world, it is trying to make a positive aad realistic contri-

bution to this Conference. As part of the United States effort to prepare

for this Conference, the Science Resource Studies Division of the National

Science Foundation awarded a grant to the University of Denver Research

Institute to test the feasibility of developing an operational methodology

for the generation of quantitative estimates and descriltions of U.S.

expenditures for S&T activities oriented towards the-developing countries,

and to collect and present such data in a form that could be utilized in

the preparation of the U.S. national paper. In addition to strictly quanti-

tative data and brief descriptions, however, it was thought that a "case

study" might also be useful for this preparation--that a case study could

illustrate what numbers alone cannot; just what a specific LDC-oriented

S&T program is, what it is composed of, what its problems ha,o been, what

its future outlook is, how it has developed and evolved.

A case study does not necessarily have to be representative--it can be

designed to achieve a specific purpose. In this case, the purpose of this

study is to illustrate and gain insight into the development and evolution

of LDC-oriented, SST activities at the College of Tropical Agriculture (CTA),

University of Hawaii; to discuss their problems and future outlook; to attempt

to learn from their experience in seeing hew the U.S. can practically assist

in applying SST to development in developing countries.

i(c)



In the sections of this case study which follow, the University of

Hawaii is first of all in Section II placed into the context of the lard

grant university system wh:tch exists in the U.S. Recent legislative developments

which have and are currently influencing CTA's LDC-oriented SAT activities

are then discussed in Section III. These include Section 406 of the Food

for Peace Act of 1966, Title XII of the International Development and

Food Assistance Act of 1975, and Section 1458 of the Omnibus Farm Bill of

1977. In Section IV, the major events which have occurred in the history

and evolution of CTA are discussed, particularly as they relate to the

creation and development of international SAT activities. Descriptions

of the major CTA activities--eeucation, research, information, and

extension--occur in Section V, again with an emphasis on the international

aspect. The major problems and issues which CTA has faced in its attempts

to apply S&T in LDCa are then discussed in Section VI, and what the future

may hold for CTA in Section VII.

There are many more implications which arise from the CTA case study

than can be accommodated in this brief summary. Certainly it can be said,

however, that starr.ing up and maintaining a program for the application of

science and technology in developing countries is not an easy thing to

do- -it is a continual effort with many failures and frustratianr along the

way. As always, a small group of individuals appear to lead the way, to

persist in this effortinternational agricultural "champions" they might

be called,while!the majority lag behind or are simply not interested.

"Politics" has bjen an important ingredient to this history at federal,

state, and ImiveJsity levels. There do seem to be major, key events

which have occurred along the way and which have greatly influenced

subsequent deve1opment and evolution of the institution. And, despite

all the problems', success is possible.

ii
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I. Introduction

In August of 1979, the United Nations will be holding a Conference on

Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD) in Vienna, Austria. This

conference embodies an effort on the part of the United Nations to draw

together the scientific and. technological(SEM potential of the developed

countries so as to benefit the developing world. The origins of UNCSTD

relate back to the disappointment over the perceived lack of concrete

action that had followed the 1963 U.N. Conference on the Application of

Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas.

The principal focus of UNCSTD is the application of science and

technology to development:

The main purpose of the Conference is not to discuss science and
technology as such but the whole complex of policy considerations
concerned with the accelerated application of science and technology
to development at the national level and with increased interna-
tional cooperation.1

The principal vehicle through which this discussion is to take place is the

process of preparation of national or country papers by all nations. 2
In

these papers, the developed countries are to examine their experience/performance

and potential for applying science and technology to development and transferring

technology to the less developed countries (LDCs), identifying and clarifying

means/mechanisms and constraints/barriers. As'such, preparing national papers

should be an educational experience for both de,..loped and developing countries

in which the process of preparation may be as important--if not more so--than the

final paper product.

the United States is attempting to respond constructively to requests

put forward by. the LDCs, and, as one of the most technologically advanced

nations in the world, it is trying to make a positive and realistic contribution

to this Conference. As Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International

Environmental and Scientific Affairs Patsy T. Mink has stated in a recent

speech to the National Science Board:

1
UNCSTD, "Guidelines for the Preparation of National Papers." A/CONF.81/

INF.1, 7 March 1977, p. 14.

2 "The Process of their preparation is to be the essential instrument of
the Conference in. bringing about the strengthening of national capabilities
for the application of science and technology to achieve the degree of national
self-reliance called for in the new international economic order." ("0,idennesfor the Preparation of National Papers, p. 4".

- 1-
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It is essential for the United States to be an active participant
t and contributor to the conference. . .The U.N. Conference on science1

and Technology must be seen as a mechanism for easing tensions between
the nations of the world.- We must take advantage of the opportunities
being offered by this conference.3

As part of the United States effort to prepare for this Conference,

the Science Resource Studies Division of the National Science Foundation

awarded a grant to the University of Denver Research Institute to test

the feasibility of develcping an operational methodology for the generation

of quantitative estimates and descriptions of U.S. expenditures for S&T

activities oriented towards the developing countries, and to collect and

present such data in a form that could be utilized in the preparation of

the U.S. national paper. In addition to strictly quantitative data and

brief descriptions, however, it was thought that a "case study" mi3ht also

be useful for this preparation--that a case study could illustrate what

numbers alone cannot; just whata specific LDC-oriented S&T program is, what

it is composed of, what its problems have been, what its future outlook is,

how it has developed and evolved.

A case study does not necessarily have to be representative--it can be

designed to achieve a specific purpose. In this case, the purpose of this

study is to illustrate and gain insight into the development and evolution

of LDC-oriented S&T activities at the College of Tropical Agriculture (CTA),

University of Hawaii; to discuss their problems and future outlook; to attempt

to learn from their experience in seeing how the U.S. can practically assist

in applying S&T to development in developing countries.

The CTA was chosen as the subject of the case study for several reasons:

It is one of the few places in the U.S. which is located in a tropical
environment. Therefore, any S&T activities oriented towards the LDCs
should have less of a temperate zone environment handicap;

It is not an AID program, although AID has funded specific S&T activities
and has been a significant actor in the development and evolution of CTA.
AID programs are unique in the government in that AID's specific mission
is to assist in the development process in LDCs. The remainder of the
Government (e.g., USDA, DCC, DOE, HEW, NSF, etc.) largely is oriented
towards domestic missions, and S&T activities oriented towards the LDCs
are muvh more difficult to justify;

3
Patsy T. Mink, "Science and Its Interrelationships with Foreign Policy,"

speech before the National Science Board of the National Science Foundation
16 September 1977.

-2-
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At the same, time, there is some specific legislative authority
(Section 406--to be subsequently discussed) for CTA to engage
in S&T activities for the LDCs;

Agriculture--Food is one of the subject areas selected by UNCSTD
for discussion at the Conference, and is a field that may well
assume great importance in discussions of the application of S&Tto development;

Not only is R &D included in the CTA's activities, but also an
innovative scientific and technical information (STI)program for
tropical agriculture, plus educational and extension activities.
Therefore, a variety of S&T activities can be examined in one
provam case study; and

1ina ly, there was an element of convenience involved in that the
author could stop by Hawaii on returning from other business trips
to the rar East at very little cost to the National Science Founda-
tion.

Therefore, .1n late November 1977, the author paid a visit to CTA and
interviewed several key people and collecte.: written materials relevant to
the case study. During the ensuing months, a draft case study was written
and subsequently discussed and revised with CTA faculty on a return visit
in early June 1978. Thus, this case study is not based on original research
done on site, but on the memories avid opitions of people and on secondary
source material. Several people must be thanked for their assistance and
cooperation: Dr. William Furtick, Dean of the College of Tropical Agri-

culture; Dr. Kenneth Otagaki, Director of International Agricultural

Programs in CTA; and faculty members Dr. Peairs Wilson, Dr. Donald Plucknett,
Dr. Peter Rotar, Dr. Walter Sanford, Dr. Goro Vehara, and Mrs. Barbara Bird.

II. yt,sj;ni.yel.t. of Hawaii--A Land Grant University

The University of Hawaii today is a multi-campus system of higher
education which serves the State of Hawaii. It was Pounded in 1907 as a
land grant college of agriculture and mechanical arts called the College of
Hawaii. In 1920, the College of Arts and Sciences was added and it became
the University of Hawaii. Today there are seven academic college:., In

addition to Tropical Agriculture and Arts and Sciences, there are Business
Administration, Continuing Education and Community Service, Education,

Engineering, and Health Sciences and Social Welfare. The University
currently offers bachelor's degrees in 74 programs, master's degrees in 63,
and doctorate's in 31. Total enrollment on all campuses is about 40,000,
with approximately 21,0'00 students on the main cam-,...us at Manoa.

- 3 -
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Notwithstanding its growth and changing character, however, the

University of Hawaii remains a land grant university, and a brief description

and history of land grant institutions may be useful at this point. The

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) was created by legislation

signed by President Abraham Lincoln on 15 May 1862.
4

Less than two

months later, the Morrill Act was enacted by Congress which provided that

portions of federally owned land be sold to finance the perpetual endowment

in each state of at least one college whose main aim would be to teach

branches of learning related to agriculture and the mechanical arts. 5

The existence of the land grant colleges provided the setting for

the realization that only limited knowledge existed of U.S. agriculture and

its problems and of the potential for the application of science and technology

through research. As a result, the Hatch Act was enacted by Congress on
2 March 1887, which provided federal funds ($15,000 to each state) for the

establishment of State Agricultural Experiment Stations (SAES) in each

state--most of which developed as part of the land grant collegesiuniversities.

A series of legislative acts provided further federal funding and emphasized

different aspects of research, 6 but essentially this institutional innovation

has continued to the present. Today there are 55 SAESs--48 states, ?uerto

Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands have one each, and two states have two

each. 4

4
Prior to this time, the Patent Office had been responsible fcr federal

agriculture activities.
5
See USDA, After a Hundred Years: The Yearbook of Agriculture, 1962,

Washington, D.C., 1962, p. 13
6
A second Morrill Act in 1890 authorized the establishment of Negro land

grant colleges; the Adams Act of 1906 supplemented the Hatch Act, emphasized
basic research, and granted an additional $15,000 to each state; the Purnell
Act of 1926 again supplemented the Hatch Act, emphasizing agricultural economics
and providing an additional $60,000 to each state; the Bankhead-Jones Act of
1935 fixed the flat amount to each state under the Hatch Act at $90,000, but
initiated further formula funding based on rural population--and emphasized
conservation and the utilization cif agricultural products; a Research and
Marketing Act of 1946 supplemented the formula funding and emphasized marketing;
a Hatch Act Amendment of 1955 which incorporated the previous acts into cue
funding system; and into the 1960's when several new legislative initiatives
were made but not fully funded. (8 November 1977 memo from Peairs Wilson to
Dean William Furtick, "An Analysis of PL95-113, The Omnibus Farm Bill.")

- 4 -
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The SAESs are the primary agricultural research organizations of the

different staz,rts, and their resea-Lh i!rograms are under state control.

However, they do receive fund.ing through USDA's Cooperative State Research

Service (CSRS), which amounts to aroun' $100 million annually and accounts

for about 20% of SAES research programs.
7

CSRS is also responsible for

reviewing and coordinating the research which individual SAESs propose to

undertake.

The third major component of the land grant university system--the

Cooperative Extension Service--was established under provisions of the

Smith-Lever A.t of 8 May 191.4 to fill the information gaps between USDA,

land grant universities, and SAESs, and farmers. Extension is a cooperative

effort between USDA, the states (through the land grant universities), and

county governments. The administration of extension programs in each state

is the responsibility of a State Director 3f Cooperative Extension Service,

who is employed by the land grant university and is responsible to the

administrative head of the College of Agriculture at that university. The

USDA Director of Federal Extension Service provides national leadership

and coordination among the states. The county extension agents have

traditionally been the key people in this system who actually transfer

technology to the farmer.

This system is complex and geographically decentralized. It is,

perhaps, difficult to understand and manage, but it does--accordin;; to its

proponents--have the merit of a built-in responsiveness to a wide range of

local problems and conditions.

The typical College of. Agriculture at a land grant university thus

embraces three interrelated functions: education, research, and extension.

This interrelationship occurs most fundamentally at the individual level--

faculty and staff members are often involved in at least two of the three

functions; graduate students in both education and research functions.

Once again, proponents of the system believe that these interrelationships

are the key to its strength:

7
SAESs also receive funding from their respective states, from private

irdustry, foundations, etc. Directory of Federal Technology Transfer,
Federal Council for Science and Technology, Washington, D.C., June 1976,
p. 3.
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These research - extension - graduate instruction interrelationships
are a fundamentat strength of the Nation's agricultural research
system. From a functional viewpoint, the lines which separate the
various rolea are subordinated to the ultimate coal of solving
problems and trashing future sclentits and agricultural leaders.

The relatiorahip between land grant universities, State experiment
stations and USDA represents a unique and potent force for compiling
scientific knowledge and getting it into the hands of the people for
intelligent action on their own behalf 8

The U.S. Agricultural research and extension system, vith state land

grant universities as one of the primary components, is perhaps one of the

world's best known models for develc'ing and transferring new technology

to a society. This model has been referred to and copied--mostly in part,

rather than in Its entirety--with differing de3rees of success or failure

in many LDCs. Whether and in what ways this system has been all that

successful, however, depends on what questions are asked, and what criteria

accomplishments are measured against. Most statements of certainty about

the utility of the system merely offer the accomplishments of the U.S.

farmer in terms of labor productivity as proof. For example:

There is overwhelming proof that the USDA - State Agricultural
research and extension system works. The remarkable efficiency
of American agricult-iral producers attests to the success of the
system . . .9

Others have differing assessments of the value of some of these accomplishments,

however, and no cause-andeffect relationsidp is established--it is merely

ass ed.
10

8
Dean Orville gently testimony, "Publicly-Supported Agricultural Research

and Development and Agricultural Technology Transfer in the United States,"
USDA, Washington, D.C., October 1975, p. 13.

"Testimony by Robert V. Lang, reprinted in "Publicly-Supported Agriculture
Research and Development," op. cit.,pp. 4-5. He goes on to mention such things
as,"In the past 5 years, farm production per man-hour has doubled...One hour's
farm labor now produces 8 times more than it did in 1921..."etc.

10
Thus, no one asks the question if the productivity accomplishments of

the U.S. farmer might not have been just as great--or even greater--in the
absence of the research-extension system. Undoubtedly, there is some justifi-
cation of st.ch an assumption, but research is only one among many factors--e.g.,
capital investment--that have contributed to the performance of U.S. farmers.

6
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Indeed, figures that indicate efficiency and labor productivity do

not tell the entire story. Since 1940, some 30 million people in the U.S.

have left the rural countryside for urban, industrial areas, and some 800,000

people per year continue to do so. Two thousand farming units go out of

business each week, and over half of those which are left produce less thin

$5,000 of sales per year. Fourteen million rural Americans live below the

poverty line. These conditions have been costly in terms of social welfare,

and have been caused--at least in part--by changes which have resulted irom

the generation and extension of new technology through land grant universities;

technology that has operated in favor of agri-business and the larger, more

progressive farmer.
11

Further criticism of the research-extension system and land gran:

universities has been expressed with regard to the scientific quality of

the work performed. A report prepared by a committee of the National Academy

of Sciences and chaired by Dr. Glenn S. Pound, Dean of the College of Agri-

culture and Life Sciences at the University of Wisconsin
12

claims that this

system is badly managed, low quality and highly politicized. According to

Wade, this report:

...faults the quality of agriculture research right across the board,
ranging from poor administrative leadership in the.USDA, to misallocation
of resources for research, neglect of basic sciences, and the low quality
of science and scientists both in the USDA and at state supportel research
institutes.13

Most of the principal reasons for this state of affairs--again, according

to Wade--are political. Both federal and state agricultural research and

extension are fragmented into many small units across the country, often

inefficient and duplicative, as the personal prerogatives of politicians.

13
Nicholas Wade, "Agriculture: Social Sciences Oppressed and Poverty

Stricken," Science, Vol. 180, 18 May 1973, p. 719.
J2
The NAS convened this 19-member committee in 1969 at the request of

Secretary of Agriculture, Clifford M. Hardin. The committee submitted a
report entitled "Report of the Committee on Research Advisory to the USDA"
to USDA in 1972.

13
Nicholas Wade, "Agriculture: NAS Panel Charles Inept Management, Poor

Research," Science, Vol. 179, 5 January 1973, p. 45.Quoting from the Pouad
report, Wade further cites the following: "...much of agricultural research
is outmoded, pedestrian, and inefficient...an unwarranted dt.plication of
effort ..an inexcusable cmonnt of mediocre and duplicative research...far
too much of the research is of low scientific quality...in the area of manageme:
of scientists, the committee fOund very disturbing evidence of ineptness with
direct impact on research quality...Admittedly, quality is a judgement factor,
but the regularity with which the committee came up with judgements of low
quality, including both USDA and SAES research, is significant and appalling...'

- 7 -



The SAESs have considerable influence in Washington, both through

their congressmen and their lobbying organization--the National Association

of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges--and they often compete rather

than cooperate with USDA for resources. Cooperation among the SAESs on other

matters, such as research planning, is also lacking as each SAES jealously

guards its own autonomy and competes with other SAESs for resources. Supposedly.

SAES directors plan and coordinate their research through the Experiment

Station Committee on Organization and Policy (ESCOP), but Wade feels that

this is, in reality, just another lobbying organization with little influence

over individual states. A similar lack of influence is exhibited by USDA's

Cooperative State Research Servi:e in reviewing and coordinating SAES projects

and programs. The most recent organizational entity created to harmonize public

supported agriculture research, the Agricultural Research Policy Advising

Committee (ARPAC), suffers from the same fault:

ESCOP, ARPAC, CSRS, the National Planning Staff, the Program Analysis
Coordination Staff, the regional planning system--the common feature
of these bodies is that their powers are considerably less grand than
their titles. They are the window dressing on the political realities,
producing for both public and internal consumption a geocentric explana-
tion of a heliocentric system.14

This then, comprises some of the history and complexities and ambiguities

of state land grant universities, one of which is the University of Hawaii.

Recent Legislative Developments

In addition to the previous brief hicLo7y and description of land grant

unive:sities, three recent pieces of legislation are impc:tant to the

development and evolutiol of CTA: Section 406 of the Food for Peace Act of

1966; the Title XII Amendment to the International Development Food Assistance

Act of 1975; and the Omnibus Farm Bill of 1977, particularly Section 1458.

These are briefly described below.

Section 406. In 1966, then Congressman Spark Matsunaga from Hawaii

was instrumental in sponsoring an amendment to the Food for Peace Act which,

in his own words:

14
Nicholas Wade, "Agriculture: Research Planning Paralyzed by Pork-Barrel

Politics," Science, Vol. 180, I june 1973, p. 936.

8



...provided for research in tropical and subtropical agriculturefor the improvement and development of tropical and subtropicalfood products for dissemination and cultivation in friendly
(developing) countries.15

This amendment became Section 406 of the Food for Peace Act of 1966, and it
authoriZed the expenditure of up to $33 million per year for this purpose,
to be administered by USDA. As expressed in a recent proposal by the
Universities of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Florida, the intent of Section 406:

...was to develop U.S. indigenous capacity in the technologies
and techniques of tropical food production and consumption. Thisexpertise could then be made available to developing countries,
thereby reducing the need for deficit food assistance and making
more efficient use of agricultural aid supplied by the United States. 16

For a number 6:: years after the passage of Section 406, however, no
implementation of tropical agricultural research occurred because, in
Matsunaga's view, of a lack of interest on the part of USDA. In 1971, a
USDA task force suggested that $20 million be appropriated to establish
research centers under Section 406, but the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) did not include this recommendation in its FY73 budget. A USDA' study
on implementing Section 406 in 1972-73 recommended tropical agricultural
research centers in Hawaii and Puerto Rico, with the special skills and
expertise of other institutions being involved through these programs.
Congress did appropriate $3.8 million for this purpose in its FY73 Agricultural
Appropriations Bill, and USDA did propose $00,000 for the start-up of these
centers, but the funds were impounded by the Nixon administration. One year
later, however, funds were appropriated and allocated again, and this time--in
August I974--USDA granted the University of Hawaii $230,000 to undertake program
plannin and technology assessments for developing a tropical agricultural
research center. Similar grants were subsequently awarded to universities
in Puerto Rico, Florida, and California.17

15
The Honorable Spark Matsunaga, "Meeting the World Food Crisis throughAmerican Tropical Agricultural Research," HortScience, Vol. II(3), June 1976,p. 181. The actual wording of Section 406 is as follows: "a) In order tofurther assist friendly developing countries to become self-sufficient in foodproduction, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized, notwithstanding, any otherprovision of law...4) To conduct research in tropical and subtropical agriculturefor the improvement and development of tropical and subtropical fend productsfor dissemination and cultivation in friendly countries." Other parts of Section406 called for a farmer-to-farmer assistance program, the training of personnelin the techniques of transmitting improved practices in agriculture to developingcountry farmers. etc.

16
Universities of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Florida, "A Proposal to Expand theImplementation of the Tropical Food and Agriculture Research Provisions of Section406, Public Law 85-808," 17 February 1978, p. 2.

17,,

Meeting the World Food Crisis," p. 181.
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Funding under. Section 406 since 1974 has remained at "token" levels,

however. Annual budget expenditures have varied between $500,000 and

$672,000, and the total in the five years from 1974 through 1978 has been

only $2,878,000.
18

In view of this low level of funding, the work has been

conducted on a project-by-project rather than a programmatic basis, with

about half of the projecti' conducted in-house at USDA laboratories and the

other half funded as extramural contr...ct research to land grant universities.

Most of the projects have been in crop production research (e.g., disease-resista

varieties of tropical beans and cowpeas, virus resistant papayas, production

and handling of root crops, etc.). Under Section 406 funding, no work to date

has actually been done in LDCs.
19

The future of Section 406 would appear to be samewhat ambiguous. Matsunaga

is optimistic, feeling confident:

...we can expect to see these grants continue and their amounts
to grow, enabling the development of major tropical agricultural
research centers in the United States.20

The Universities of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Florida, in their proposal to

expand the implementation of Section 406, point out that the reasons which

led to its original passage in 1966 have become even more compelling in

the intervening years. Still, the initial request of USDA for Section 406

funding of $2.1 million for FY79 was reduced to only $450,000!
21

The above

universities have submitted substcatially expanded plans and budgets to

Congress, however, and requests for add-on appropriations for FY79 have

been introduced in both the House and Senate.

Title XII. During the United Nations World Food Conference in Rome

in 1974, the United State-3 pledged to share its agricultural technology with

the LDCs in order to help solve the world food problems. As a result of this

pledge, a bipartisan amendment to the International Development and Food

Assistance Act of 1975, known as Title XII, was passed with a wide majority.

Entitled "Farrtne Prevention and Freedom from Hunger," Title XII:

...is designed to enlist fuller and more effective use of one of
America's great resources - its land grant and similar agricultural
colleges and universities - in meeting the challenge of increasing
food supplies for the growing population of developing countries...

18
USDA, "Tropical and Subtropical Agricultural Research," no date.

19
Ibid.

20 "deeting the World Food Crisis," p. 181.

21"Tropical and Subtropical Agricultural Researc
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The new Title XII thus seeks, through Foreign Assistance Act funding,
to strengthen the capabilities of land grant and ,similar U.S.
universities to help improve farm production in developing countries.
It will promote the building cf agricultural institutions and programs
in poor countries which foster research and teaching and conveying
agricultural information directly to farmers in the field. It will
support long-term collaborative university research and the interna-
tional agricultural research centers and specific research projects,
and involve universities more fully in the international network of
agricultural science. And. it will accord a stronger statutory role
to the U.S. universities in assisting the Agency for international
Development in these prcgrams.22

Many people perceive Title XII to be a great opportunity:

An opportunity now exists under Title XII to program, in participation
with other Federal and international agencies as well as U.S. universities,
activities relating to famine prevention and freedom from hunger over
a 5-year period. This opportunity, if exercised in a spirit of a truly
cooperative effort, could unite the vast expertise in agricultural
research, teaching, and development which exists in the land grant
universities end the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
with the implementing authority and logistical support of USAID
to interact with the international agricultural research centers
and the national institutions in developing nations where USAID'
programs exist.23

This amendment..in essence proposed a fourth dimension to the agri-
cultural land grant universities...This fourth dimension would give
these universities resources to help transfer technology to the developing
countries and at the sa :e time increase their research and development
capacity to ensure that the U.S. maintained its food production for
export...This act has far-reaching significance to Hawaii...24

A Board for International Agricultural Development has been created to

assist USAID in the administration of Title XII and to be the focal point for

the increased U.S. university role in foreign assistance. A Joint Research

Committee and a Joint Committee on Country Programs are also provided for under

Title XII to serve under this Board. No new funds were authorized for Title XII

however, funds under Section 103 on Food and Nutrition were to be used for this

22 "International
Development and Food Assistance Act of 1975," Report of

the Committee on International Relations, U.S. House of Representatives,
1 August 1975, p. 25.

23
Edwin B. Oyer, et al, "Potential Increases in Food Supply Through Research

in Agriculture - Constraints in Increasing Aericultural Production in the Tropics
Research and Implementation Needs," prepared for the National Science Foundation,
New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 1976, pp. 13-14.

24
William R. Furtick, "The. Role of U.S. Agriculture in International

Development," in the "Proceedings: First Annual Pan Pacific Agricultural
Conference," held in Honolulu, Hawaii, 5-7 July 1977, p. 58.
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purpose, with certain funding restrictions removed. In order to stress the

need for long-term commitments under Title XII, and to encourage additional

support from the university community and others, the three-year funding

limitation for university grants was also removel.

This aspect, i.e., the diversion et funds rather than additional funds,

suggests that the implementation of Title XII may also be slow. Indeed,

Congress apparently expected action uraer Title XII to be rather slow in

starting:

However, the initial Title XII expenditures are expected to be
relatively small, and to increase rather slowly, because of the
gradual nature oL the institution-building p:ocess.25

The Omnibus Farm Bill of 1977. The Omnibus Farm Bill of 1977

PL 95-113, signed into law on 29 September 1977, has been termed "landmark

legislation." Although there does, indeed, appear to be something for

everybody, the most relevant part of it from the viewpoint of land grant

universities and the LDCs is Section 1458:

S. 1458. The secretary, subject to such coordination with other
Federal officials, departments, and agencies as the President may
direct, is authorized to:

(1) expand the operational coordination of the Department of
Agriculture with institutions and other persons throughout the
world performing agricultural research and extension activities
by exchanging research materials and results with such institutions
or persons and by conducting with such institutions or persons,
joint or coordinated research and extension on problems of
significance to agriculture in the United States;

(2) to assist the Agency for International Development with
agricultural research and extension programs in developing
countries;

(3) to work with developing countries on agricultural research
and exterion including the stationing of United States scientists
at national and international institutions in such countries;

(4) assist United States colleges and universities in strengthening
their capabilities for agricultural research and extension relevant
to agricultural development activities overseas, and

(5) further develop within the Department of Agriculture highly
qualified experienced scientists who specialize in international
programs, or to be available for the activities described in this
section.

25
Development and Food Assistance Act of 1975," p. 26.
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What this section will mean in practice is yet open to debate, of course.

P1.95-113 was authorizing legislation only--no appropriations were involved.

In their proposal to expand Section 406 programs, the Universities of Hawaii,

Puerto Rico, and Florida claim that Section 1458 will provide support for

scientists not directly involved in Section 406 programs to participate in

them:

The Farm Bill, through Section 1458, can provideSupport by giving
universities at other U.S. institutions direct access to the
Section 406 research programs. Such collaboration will assist in
identifying key tropical agricultural research and development problems,
in designing and investigating appropriate agricultural technology,
in developing social systems models to insure effective communications,
and in testing and disseminating research results. Section 1458 can

be used for travel, consultation, training programs, and short eases.

In summing up this section of the case study, it is probably fair to

say that both Congress and the Executive Branch have been willing to make

fairly extensive legislative commitments to significantly expanding the

scientific and technical role of the U.S. land grant universities in

developing countries. The legislative mandate exists. Up to the present

time, however, the allocation of resources to Lack up those commitments

has not been made.

IV. Ma or Events in the Evolution of the CollegLpf:EraakcalAgIls911:1Ere_

The origins of the College of Tropical Agriculture go back to the

turn of the century when USDA established some experiment stations in

the territory of Hawaii. As stated earlier, the University of Hawaii

began as a land grant college of agriculture and mechanical arts--the College

of Hawaii--in 1907, becoming the University of Hawaii LI 19a,. Although

these origins seem long ago, they are still reflected today. One of the

first heads of the experiment station was a soil scientist who was naturally

interested in promoting his particular field, and tropical soils today is

one of the very strong scientific areas in CTA.

26.A Proposal to Expand the Implementation of ....Section 406," pp. 4-5.
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No particular major events relating to utilizing the scientific and

technical capabilities of CTA in or for the LDCs appear to Viave occurred

until the early 1960's. In 1960, the East-West Center was established 27

which added an international dimension to the entire University. The

East-West Center does not offer degrees, credits, or courses, but it does

bring Asian- acific students to the University of Hawaii where they than

take courses in degree programs. Beginning at this time, CTA began to

enroll many more LDC students. Moreover, agriculture and food were considered

important issues at the East-West Center, and by 1965 almost half of their

students were taking their degree programs at CTA. (This has since declined

to 25-30% at present. In addition, the total number of students at the

East-West Center has also declined.) This brought about a change in CIA

curriculum which bezame more oriented towards the LDCs, and a definite

commitment to the LDCs began to grow on campus. The East-West Center

was also well funded, and was able to operate internationally, i.e., to

hold c onferences on campus with invited LDC guests and to get people together.

27
The Fast-Vest Center, establis:ted in HatNiii by the United States

Congress in 1960, is a national educational institution with multinational
programs. Its basic purpose is to promote better relations and understanding
among the nations and peoples of Asia, the Pacific area, and tlte United States
through cooperative participation in the design, conduct, and evaluation of
the center's research, and training activities... Each year about
1,500 scholars, lenders, public officials, professionals, and graduate
students come to the Center from the U.S. and more than 60 countries and
territories, ranning from Korea to Iran on the Asian continent and from
Japan to Australia to Easter Island in the Pacific. For each participant
selected from the U.S. two are selected from the Asia-Pacific area. For
all projects and activities, breadth of geographical and cultural participation
is sought... The center is located in Honolulu and is administered by a
public, educational, nonpreit corporation with an autonomous board of
governors, composed of distinguished Americans, Asians, and Pacific islanders.
The Center maintains close and cooperative relationships with the University
of Hawaii and has access to University degree programs, libraries, computer
center, and athletic facilities, under specified conditions... Programs are
conducted within five problem- oriented institutes. Contents of these programs
involve problems which significantly affect relations and understanding among
countries East and West. Since l970, the Center has conducted programs in
communication, culture learning, food, population, and technology and development.
Near the end of 1977, the programs on food and technology and development will
join forces on the broader problem of the interconnection of resource systems.
A new program on transnational problems of environment and policy will begin...
TheCenter is a "learning" institution rather than a "teaching" one in that
it offers no degrees, credits, courses, or grades. Projects enable participants
and staff to cooperate in developing new knowledge useful for policy making and
in production, sharing, and testing of policy aids, curricula and instructional
materials for schoo!a, universities, and in-service training of.leaders in
education, government, and businesses... East-West Resource Systems Institute.
In this new institute, previous work on the resources of food technology will
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In 1961, USAID awarded CTA a contract to work with Kasetsart University

in Thailand in building up its agricultural educational and research capabilities.

This appears to have been CTA's first LDC project, and it set in motion future

attempts to engage in international activities. About 10-15 CTA faculty and

several graduate students spent varying periods of time in Thailand working

on this project, totaling 20 man-years of effort over a four-year veriod.

Most importantly, this contract gave CTA some travel flexibility and

experience in LDCs--they "got their feet wet" so to speak. The total value

of this contract was $867,000 over four years.

Around 1964-65, certain people in CTA began to realize the potential that

existed for tropical agriculture work related to LDCs. One informant mentions

1964 as the time when changes began to appear in the CTA, when a group was

formed to work on long-term planning for what the University ought to be doing

in international agriculture; another mentions 1965 when a CTA meeting was

held on starting up international activities as the time when things began to

happen. Section 406 legislation in 1966 was apparently at least partially

a product of these planning activities.

But many things happened around this period of time with a new University

administration and the beginning of a larger and more broadly-based University

as a whole. What is important is that the interest and awareness in tropical -

agriculture and the LDCs legan to grow as the opportunity was recognized. Hawaii

does, after all, have the obvious advantage of being in a tropical climate,

with tropical soils and vegetation. Hawaii was developed on the basis of planta-

tion agriculture or commercial agri-business--pineapples and sugar cane--but has

a large number of local small farmers existing side-by-side--the classic dual

modern vs. traditional agricultural economy. Hawaii thus has many of the same

problems that LDCs do. For example, as agriculture mechanization technology was

be carried on, but within a broader scope in which additional resources
are also examined as part of an overall program on resource systems, their
interconnections, and their relationships to problems of unequal distribution
and consumption. Projects which continue from the former institutes on food
and technology and development are (new projects specifically related to
"Resource Systems" have not yet been developed): "Living Aquatic Resources
Management," "Pest Management," "Increasing Productivity Under Tight Supplies,"
"Technology Assessment," "Renewable Resources Planning and Development," and
'public Policy Implementation and Project Management."

("1977-1979 Graduate Information Bullentin," University of Hawaii, pp. 11-12.)
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=loped and applied, many of the plantation farm workers were displaced
with an inadequate industrial base to absorb them. From its origins, the
CTA experiment station was directed to work on the problems of small farmers
diversified agriculture on marginal lands--rather than pineapples and sugar

cane, which was left to the plantations. What was formerly regarded as a
limiting constraint upon the CTA, however, can now be seen as an important
potential opportunity with respect to the LDCs128 Much of the CTA faculty
and staff, who arrived

before the mid-1960's, brought with them an interest
in international agriculture that could be excited by the potential opportunity.

In 1965, Dr. C. Peairs Wilson arrived from Kansas to become Dean of the
College of Tropical Agriculture. As he states it, he came to the University
of Hawaii particularly because of his interest in tropical agriculture and
LDCs. He knew that the mainland U. S. was not suited to this purpose, and
he foresaw Hawaii as a center for the conduct of tropical agricultural research
and the extension of agricultural assistance to LDCs--where the real problems
were. Back in Kansas, Dr. Wilson had discussed this interest with then-Congress-
man Robert Dole, and it is no accident that both he then-Hawaii Congressman
Spark Matsunaga were instrumental in writing the legislation which became
Section 406 in 1966.

As has been indicated earlier, however, the passage of Section 406 did
not immediately have any impact upon CTA. Wilson and others tried to get
interest stirred up in Washington, in both USDA and USAID, but were met
mostly with indifference. Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman put
appropriations for Section 406 into the last budget of the Johnson administra-
tion, but after the election of Nixon, this aspect of USDA activities was
scratched by Secretarfls of Agriculture Clifford Hardin am!, later, Earl Butz.
Finally, after some political

pressure, particularly from Hawaii Republican
Senator Hiram Fong, small amounts of funding for Section 406 made it through
USDA and the OMB in the early 1970's.

28
And not only in the LDCs. The CTA also raises this aspect of its

capabilities with respect to the small blac:: and Chicano farmers in thesouthern United States.
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In the meantime, a non-degree training program in tropical crops

production was started on the island of Kauai in 1967 by Professor Donald Pluckn

of CTA. At that particular time, the International Rice Research Institute

(IRRI) in the Philippines was being overwhelmed with requests for training

in rice production by the Peace Corps, and they approached the University of

Hawaii for this purpose. Plucknett wrote a training proposal to the Peace

Corps and directed this effort for three years, putting 250-300 people through

two-week rice production courses, plus also treating some aspects of tropical

vegetables and root crops. As the initial funding from the Peace Corps came

to a close, Plucknett perceived the potential for a continuing non-degree

training activity of this nature to handle around 200 people per year, but

could not persuade the University or other sources to provide the front-end

money--approximately $20,00--he thought it would need to take off. The

remainder of the costs would have been covered by trainees' tuition. So

this training center was shut down in lf'70, and the facilities are not

used for this purpose anymore.

That same year, 19C', CTA began t, sponsor and hold some first-rate

international meetings on tropical agriculture. The first Asian-Pacific

Weed Science Society meeting was held at the University in 1967, and

started what is now the largest regional we& professional association

in the world. In 1970, an International Root Crops symposium was again

held at the University, and the International Society for Tropical Root

Crops was founded. One result of this latter symposium was the establiahment

of the justification for more research on tropical root crops, which directly

led to one of CTA's two Section 406 research projects. These meetings were

held with very little external support--CTA and the University were responsible.

Through these means, however, CTA's experience, reputation, and eventually

research support became much broader.

lay,1970, however, CTA still had not really taken off in international

agriculture, and in May of that year a group of nine expert consultants in

tropical agriculture was assembled on the campus to explore the feasibility

of adding a dimension of "International Agriculture" to the programs of the

University of Hawaii and to assess CIA's aims, expertise, location, and

programs in light of the challenges of agricultural problems and potential

developments in tropical LDCs.
29

One of the nine consultants was

29"
International Programs for the College of Tropical Agriculture - Univer!

of Hawaii," Report to the University of Hawaii by the Team of Consultants,
May 1970 1, p. .
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Dr. William Furtick, then Director of the International Plant Protection

Center at Oregon State University, who was later to become Dean of CTA.

According to Wilson, Dean of CTA at the time, this group of consultants

helped the University very much in looking at the potential of international

agriculture. The summary and recommendations of their report are listed below:

1. Hawaii has special features of .;oils and climate closely related
to conditions in the developing countries in tropical and sub-tropical
regions.

2. A number of members of the Faculty of the College of Tropical
Agriculture, together with top administrators in the University,
have extensive international contacts and experience, providing
a firm nucleus for development of an International Tropical Agri-
Cultural Program as an added dimension to the University's activities.

3. In view of the extensive past contact with students and
professional colleagues of the Asia-Pacific region, it would seem
desirable for an International Tropical Agricultural Program to
focus primarily on this region.

4. A number of potential projects concerned with improvement of
productIon of a number of commodities, including horticultural
crops, root crops and tropical pastures, have been sugg,:sted. Other
possibilities include cooperative projects concerned with plant
protection, soil management, or water management.

5. Participation in selected international programs or projects
in consortium arrangements with other U.S. universities, with
financial support from USAID, would provide an attractive opportunity
for early activation of an international program.

6. The College of Agriculture should establish its clear identAty
for the International Tropical Agricultural Program and steps should
be taken as soon as the program is decided upon to appoint a well
qualified Director.

7. There should be close collaboration with the Food Program which
is being established by the East-West Center. This relationship

should retain the clear identity of the respective programs of
the Center and the College, with each organization having well
defined functions and areas of interest.

8. Sources of possible financial support have been proposed
including USAID, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, private founda-
tions, and international organizations.30

30
Ibid., pp. 7-E.
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The award of a 211-D Grant from USAID in 1970 as part of a university
"consortium31 on tropical soils was described by several people as being the
key event--the real breakthrough--that put CTA on the road to international
agriculture. This was the culmination of years of effort to obtain recognition
from Washington of the scientific capabilities and accomplishments that had
occurred at the University of Hawaii. The purpose of the 211-D Grant is
to build up U.S. institutional capabilities

in given scientific and technical
fields of importance to LDC development, and this grant subsequently enabled
CTA to get faculty involved in LDC problems and research, to grow and develop
and gain further experience and knowledge. It has also served as a vehicle
for iden:ifying research needs and obtaining funding support. Out of this
211-D Grant, two further research projects were obtained by CTA from USAID:
the Benchmark Soils Project in 191 and the Biological Aspects of Nitrogen Fixatio
Project in 1975.. (These projects are described in more detail in following
sections.) Taken together, these USAID projects have been very instrumental
in giving the CTA staff the experience and self-confidence required to work
in international agriculture.

In 1971, at least partially as a result of the recommendations made

by the group of consultants in 1970, the Office of International Agriculture

Programs was established in CTA with Dr. Kenneth Otagaki as Director. The
group of consultants did not want to impose a new administrative level in the

bureaucracy with such an office, but to have it serve a coordinating function

that would facilitate the development of international activities as an addition
to ongoing CTA programs. The Director was thus to work within the Office of
the Dean and to report directly to him. He/She was to be the principal

representative in developing cooperative programs with the East-West Center

and in providing liaison with other international activities in the University.
He/She was also to work with departments in CTA to strengthen their capabilities
for international activities, including curriculum development and review.
Finally, he/she was to develop relationships with potential sources of financial
support for CTA.

32

31
Other members of the consortium included Cornell, North Carolina State,

Puerto Rico, and Prairie View Universities.
32
Ibid., T. 5-6.
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According cc Dr. Otagaki, Internatioal Agricultural Programs is

responsible for the international aspects'of CTA's activities. This office

has coordinated proposals for research, communicated with granting agencies,

and otherwise provided the administrative services necessary to promote CTA

international research. Very recently, research promotion has been given

even more emphagis, and two senior faculty members have been assigned to

review and oversee this function.

It seems apparent that although the Office of International Agricultural

Programs may coordinate and facilitate the international aspects of CTA's

activities, the main focus and responsibility remains with those individuals

in the departments who have contacts internationally and in Washington, and

who have the interest and ambition and capabilities necessary to obtain

international research funds and carry out the work. It also appears that

although there were some specific examples of liaison with other parts of

the University--e.g., the Nitrogen Fixation research project is being

carried out jointly with the Department of Microbiology in the College

of Arts and Sciences--CTA has not been involved that much with t 'hem,

particularly with the East-West Center.

Undoubtedly, part of the reason for this is that a major share of

the Office of International Agricultural Programs' activities appear to

he devoted to a function not mentioned by the group of consultants--the

programming and supervision of short-term, non-degree interoational training

in tropical agriculture. The International Agricultural Training Program

was also established in 1971, when CTA was officially designated as the

sponsor of the Exchange Visitor Program by th U.S. Department of State.

It is formally described as:

A program to provide at selected locations in the State of Hawaii
seminars, field training, and in-service field training in
agriculture under the supervision of the University's College of
Tropical Agriculture, for qualified foreign nationals of agri-
cultural middle-management level, to promote the general interests
of international exchange.33

33,,
International Agricultural Training Program," August 1977, p. 1.
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(The prugram will be described in greater detail in following sections.)

Several people ar CTA complained about the constant influx of visitors,

both foreign and from mainland universities, who would just show up and

expect an instant educat!.un in tropical agriculture. There is some indi-

cation from Dr. Wilson, Dean of CTA at the time, that this was the principal

reason for the establishment of the Office of International Agricultural

Programs; to handle all of these visitors.

In the early 1970!s, CTA started an internal system of Task Force

Research Planning. These early task forces produced results of varying

quality, depending on the nature and extent of faculty involvement.

Essentially, there were two weaknesses in the original system: 1) the

task forces considered only research, and not research plus delivery planning

and 2) the task forces were made up almost completely of CTA faculty. More

recently, the task forces have evolved into agriculture industry analysis

groups, with representatives from CTA, the State of Hawaii, the Federal

Government, and private industry, with CTA taing the lead role. For a

description of the composition,of these groups and how they ov-ate, the

quotation below is taken from the preface of the anthurium industry group

report:

As a step towards marshalling the resources available in the State of
Hawaii for the development of the anthurium industry in an orderly
and optimally successful fashion, representat!..es of the anthurium
industry, interested State and County agencies, USDA, and the College
of Tropical Agriculture have worked together to prepare this Industry
Analysis and Action Plan which is a reasoned assessment of the industry
by all those in the community that can contribute.

The analysis considers all of the elements that constitute the anthurium
industry. One such element is an.assessment of the potential of the
industry in Hawaii. Other elements are assessed in terms o this
potential, bottlenecks in the achievement of the potential ate identifie
and requirements to relieve each bottleneck are defined. Finally, the
information is summarized on a flow chart. From :his base, an action
plan is developed in which the units of the community best able to
accept responsibility for relieving bottlenecks and the resources
required are specified.

To continue to reflect the current potential and bottlenecks of the
industry, this analysis and action plan will need to be revised annually

34,
Agricultural Industry Analysis: The Status, Potential, and Problems

of Hawaiian Crops--Anthurium Industry Analysis," N.' P. Kefford and W.T. Hera
(ed.), College of Tropical Agriculture, University of Hawaii, 25 January 1978
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For the first time in these groups, representatives from diverse groups
of people with a shared interest in a State agricultural commodity are getting
together. The groups are not only oriented toward research, but toward
implementation and accountability. Many CTA faculty members have begun to
participate in these groups, and the experience has made them more aware
of the need for team action on State priorities as opposed to individual
research interests. This experience has also helped to reduce faculty
resistance to a proposed reorganization of CTA along programmatic lines,
which is discussed in the section on CTA and the future.

One of the reasons for the success of this CTA planning effort has
been the support and involvement of the State Government. The industry
analysis groups are responsible to the Agricultural Coordinating Committee
in the Office of the Governor, which is chaired by the Governor or, his Deputy.
With support from this level, the activity is taken out of the politics of

inter-departmental competition, and the products of this planning have become

the basis for the agricultural component of the State Development Plan. The

State legislature has also participated unofficially in this planning process,
and reportedly is grateful to be able to base their legislative efforts on
this system rather than being subjected to the pressures of special interest

groups. Thus, this recent activity has apparently been a significant factor
in positively-influenciag the relationships between CTA and the State of
Hawaii.

The CTA administration,therefore, places a great emphasis on this

planning and how it has worked out in practice, and believe that there may
be many lessons for LDCs in their experience--lessons that relate particularly
to UNCSTD and the application of science and technology. They still are the
first to say, however, that this planning process is still evolving and
that there is still room for a great deal of improvement.

In 1974 and 1975, the first Section 406 funding was appropriated to

CTA, but the general opinion seems to be that, although it was welcome,

it really was not all that important compared to the USAID support. In addition
to program planning funds, CTA was awarded a research project on Information

Retrieval Systems for Tropical Research and Training Centers in the United
States in 1974, and a research project on Tropical Root Crops in 1975.

35

35
A third Section 406 project on Tropical Soils Erosion is listed in CTA

records, which was awarded in 1975, but it appears to have been so small, $90,000
over three years, that no one seems to have mentioned it.
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These projects are again discussed in more detail in subsequent sections

of the case study. Other Section 406 research projects were granted to

the Universities of Florida and Puerto Rico, which were aimed p-.ipally

at Latin America.

Finally, in 1977, Dr. William Furtick was appointed the new Dean of

the College of Tropical Agriculture,and Dr. Wilson became a member of the

faculty of the Department of Agriculture Economics and involved in planning

activities for CTA. Future aspects of CTA are covered later

V. Descri tion of Major Activities of the College of Tropical Agriculture

In this section of the case study, some of the major activities of CTA

referred to earlier will be described in more detail. The descriptions will

be organized around the following themes: educational activities; research

activities; information activities; and extension activities.

,Educational Activities. The principal business of a university involves

education, and, at present, the CTA has a faculty of approximately 165,
36

in

14 academic departments: Agricultural Biochemistry, Agricultural Engineering,

Agricultural and Resource Economics, Agronomy and Soil Science, Animal Sciences,

Botany, Entomology, Fashion Design, Food and Nutritional Sciences, Food Science

and Technology, Home Economics, Horticulture, Human Development, and Plant

Pathology. CTA offers a B.S. degree in Human Resource Development (departments

of Human Development, Home Economics,
Fashion Design, and Food and Nutritional

Sciences) and in Tropical Agriculture (all the remaining departments); an M.S.

degree in Agricultural Economics, Agricultural
Engineering, Agronomy and Soil

Scionce, Animal Sciences, Entomology, Food Science,Horticulture, and Nutrition;

and a Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics, Agronomy and Soil Science, Entomology, ai

Horticulture. In 1976, CTA granted 229 B.S., 46 M.S., and 17 Ph.D. degrees.

According to a breakdown of its support by activity, "teaching" accounted

for $1,311,050--all from the State of Hawaii--approximately 11% of the total.

Other activities listed included Research, Extension, and International Agri-

cultural Programs.
37

36The number of 165 comes from a Staff Composition and Function table

filled out by the CTA as part of a Title XII land (and sea) grant university

survey conducted by USAID in 1977, which concerns the rank of instructor and

above. In another document-"University of Hawaii: Facilities and Capabilities

for Section 406 Expansion," no date--215 faculty in academic departments and

county extension programs in. CTA are indicated.

37
USAID Title XII survey, p. 2.
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There were approximately 1,500 undergraduate students enrolled in

CTA in the fall semester of 19i 38
two-thirds of these in Human

Resources Development and only one-third in Tropical Agriculture. There
Were an additional 200 graduate students, mostly in agricultural fields.
Over 100 of these students were from Asia and the Pacific (excluding

Australia and New Zealand), with over 70 students from LDCs and a few

more from Pacific Islands, Hong Kong, and Macao.
39

The L)Cs ranged from
Afghanistan to Venezuela, but most of these students (around 65Z) were

from Asian-Far East LDCs. One interesting fact is that most were graduate
students.

40
For the University as a whole (Manoa campus), there were some

963 LDC students: 831 from Asia (excluding Japan) and another 90 from

Pacific Islands (excluding Australia ---"r1 New Zealand).
41

The preponderance
of Asian and Pacific foreign students .,xpleined by Hawaii's location, its

ethnic heritage, and the presence of the East-'-est Center on campus.

CTA has always had a strong graduate education program, but recently
there has been a big increase in undergraduate student enrollment, reflecting
a national trend. This may be due in part to the increased interest in the
environment and food production. In any event, there are proportionally

fewer CTA graduate students now than there used to be, and this trend is

likely to persist since the University has set a general quota for the total

number of graduate students. They are concerned about the balance between

graduate and undergraduate students and the cost of graduate education.

What effect, if any, this will have on LDC student enrollment is not known,

but most LDC students educated in foreign countries are at the graduate

student level.

The division of CTA into the two academic units of agricultural sciences
and human resouce development indicated above has been the cause of some

concern to CTA administration, which is related to a more general concern

about departmental competition as opposed to coordination. With each division
being responsible to its own Assistant Dean, Human Resources Development--and

much of the applied social sciences--was becoming isolated not only from the

38"Facilities and Capabilities for Section 406 Expansion," p. 3.
39

22 November 1977,memo from Assistant Dean of CTA, Shoshuke Goto to
Dean William Furtick.

40
Ibid.

41
USAID Title XII survey, p. 4.
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agricultural departments, but also from the State Agricultural Experiment

Station and extension programs. Therefore, in a reorganization move

discussed in more detail in Section VII on CTA and the Future, these

academic divisions have now been brought together under the coordinated

curriculum and student service administration of a new Associate Dean for

Acader.ic Affairs.
42

In addition to the formal, degree-granting educational activities of
CTA, there have been non-formal,non-academic training programs on different

aspects of tropical agriculture--some of which have already been mentioned.

There was the short-term training center on the island of Kauai from 1967

to 1970. But, according to the Head of this center, Dr. Donald Plucknett,

in order to do this type of thing well there has to be some continuity to

the activity--one just cannot turn it on and off. The training that did

occur from 1967 to 1970 improved markedly as it went along and they gained

experience. At that time, Plucknett and others were willing to put in the

necessary planning and effort--even given the small amount of original

funding--because they viewed this as a long-term prospect for the University.

But the University did not wish to even acknowledge the fact that non-degree

training was going on under its auspices, and even small amounts of funding

to keep a basic support staff going were not available from other sources,

so the center was closed down. There is still a demand for this type of

service, however. Recently, Dr. Plucknett was approached to train 12 people

from the Philippines on tropical crop protection, on a cost reimbursable basis.

It could easily have been done, but the effort to start-up would have been

so time consuming that it would not have been worth it, so the offer was

turned down. He could not justify taking faculty time away from their
ongoing research and other activities for short-term training, no matter

how valuable it might have been to the Philippines.
43

Exactly how much non-formal, non-degree-granting training in tropical

agriculture is still done in CTA under International Agricultural Programs

is not known, but Dr. Otagaki estimates that in the previous year, 1976,

approximately 2,500 person-days of training occurred for approximately 100

42
Memo from Dean William Furtick to all CTA faculty, "Phase II Reorgani-

zation and the May Conference," 27 April 1978, p. 5.
43
It should be noted that, in a sense, continual non-degree training

is also a normal function of the extension system--extension agents provide
training to farmers. The training function is the same, but the clientele
and organizational structure are different.
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people. USDA, USAID, FAO, etc., all send people to CTA for short-term trainingfor two weeks up to a year in various
aspects of tropical agriculture. Hisoffice does the planning, logistics, coordination, and administration for these

trainees on a cost-recovery basis, although full costs are not recovered.
Last year, perhaps

$50,000-$60,000 was charged for this activity. Both FAO
and USAID send trainees through on a regular basis, and an official fee
schedule has been developed to use for USAM visitors which come under a basic
ordering agreement.

The International Agricultural Training Program, Exchange Visitor Program,
referred to in an earlier section of this case study is a more formalt:ed
but still non-degree-granting

training program also managed by CIA's Office of
International Agricultural Programs. In addition to the U. S. Department of
State, this program is sponsored in cooperation with local Hawaiian host
farmers, the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the Department of
Labor of the Philippines, and some international agencies. Trainees are from
20 to 3C years old, with at least a high school or the equivalent education.
They come to Hawaii and live with a host farm family for a period of one year
(with a possible one-year renewal) and then return to their home country and
pursue their careers in agriculture. The training consists of balanced amounts
of continuing education courses, extension education, and on-the-job training
in actual farm management. CTA assists in selecting host families whose
participation is purely voluntary and in designing specific training programs,
as well as doing program

administration. How many trainees go through this
program is not known at present. 44

Research Activities. Since CTA is entirely concerned with tropical
agriculture, most--if not all--of its research activities should be applicable
in tropical LDCs. In this case study, however, the total research effort of
CTA will be briefly outlined, and then the principal research projects directly
Connected with LDC interests will be described. These include the Tropical Soils
Research Consortium, the Soils Benchmark Study, the Nitrogen Fixation by
Tropical Agricultural Legumes, a.td the Tropical Root Crops projects. The CTA
related sea grant research activities will also be briefly described.

By far the largest portion of CTA's current support is applied to research.
Compared to the $1.3 million or 11% devoted to teaching, $6.6 million or 57% is
devoted to research. Of this total. $1.6 million comes from the Federal44,

International Agricultural Training Program," Iv. 1-6.
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Government, $4.7 million from the State of Hawaii, and $0.4 million from private
industry. 45 Research, like all land grant university activities, is heavily
dependent upon the state for support.

Three different printouts of CTA's research projects accounting system
were obtained for examination: the entire Research Program for FY77 showing

project number, title, objectives, leaders, commodities, and starting and
termination dates; an Appendix A to "University of Hawaii: Facilities
and Capabilities for Section 406 Program Expansion" (no date), which lists

projects in the same format but only those "relevant to developing countries

in the tropics"; and a summary of projects and funding from State and State
plus Federal sources according to subject area (mostly commodities). The
first two printouts were compatible, but there was no way to relate them
to the third where project numbers were not identified and, in any event,

many projects appear to have qualified under more than one subject area.

In looking at CTA's research program for FY77, 193 projects are listed

in total. A brief examination shows that 15 of these are devoted purely to

administration; 59 are projects whose title or objectives indicate that the

research is primarily aimed at the State of Hawaii; 103 are projects which

concern tropical agricultural topics in general; and the remainder is

questionable--8 concerned pineapple, 4 aquaculture, and 4 were very basic.
In looking at these numbers, one should be aware that some of the projects

oriented towards the State of Hawaii may also be applicable in LDCs. The
Appendix A of CTA research relevant to developing countries lists 109 projects,

largely a subset of the previous printout, but the date of this document is
not known. Neither is it known what criteria were used to determine "relevance

to developing countries," since the first project on this list is entitled,

"Social Narginalization of Human Resources in Declining Industries in Hawaii."

No dollar figures are available by project. What can be said is that over
half of the CIA research projects appear to be oriented towards general topics

of tropical agriculture (or to be specifically oriented towards LDCs) that

would be relevant co LDCs, and that part of the remainder may also be trans-
ferable.

The hest way to approach the last printout by subject area is to look
at Table I which was derived from it. This table shows the range of research
undertaken by CTA, as well as the relative importance given :o different

45
USAID Title XII Survey. p. 2. Mote recent documentation shows that thetot;.11 of all research contracts and grants over 55,000 awarded directly to

CTA in FY77 was just under million. (Memo from N. P. Kefford to W. R. Furtick,et al, "C'.ntracts anti Grants Directly to CTA," 10 April 1978.)
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subject areas. Some 46 subject areas are listed, but two dominate in terms
of numbers of projects and fundingCitrus and Subtropical Fruit, and Vegetables.
The CTA projects in the former subject area are mainly in subtropical fruits.

As indicated earlier, the 211-D grant to the Tropical Soils Research
Consortium, which includes the University of Hawaii, was originally made
by USAID in 1970 and is now in its final year after being extended. During
the last five years, 1974 through 1978, this grant has totalled $1,100,000
to CTA.46 The purpose of 211-D grants is to build up U. S. institutional
capacities in LDC probletn areas where there is a lack of scientific and
technical understanding. The receiving institutions are--in this case--expected
to increase their scientific

understanding of tropical soils and how they are
different from temperate soils, and to gain some experience working in LDCs
on identifying and solving tropical soils problems. Out of this kn,Dwledt,
and experience should then come an increased capacity to provide technical
assistance to LDCs and USAID in this area. Faculty who are competent and
who like to work and travel in LDCs will have been identified and form kind
of a scientific and technical reserve for LDCs and USAID to call upon when
needed. (It is estimated that about 50% of the agronomy and soils faculty
yluld be both interested and capable to provide technical assistance to LDCs
in tropical soils.)

Other aspects of the 211-D grant include developing an information system
capacity to deliver information on tropical soils to LDCs and a pilot project
to incorporate example material from LDCs into the basic tropical soils
education curriculum at the college. There is a newsletter on tropical

soils put out under the 211-D grant which has a worldwide circulation.

Linkages have been created with other institutions working on tropical soils
such as international agricultural research centers. In supporting specific
research projects, the 211-D grant monies are used to address the current
soils problems of the small farmer in tropical LDCs--e.g., the high cost
of energy-intensive chemical fertilizer. The 211-D grant has thus provided
CTA with an assured base of support over a number of years that it could use
flexibly to build up its own capabilities without the pressures to present
some specific accomplishments within given cost and time constraints. It

has thus proved to be very valuable to CTA's development and evolution--the
key event or breakthrough that people claim. One measure of CTA's effective

use of this grant is the further tropical soils research contracts awarded
to it by USAID in 1974 and 1975.

46
USAID Title XII Survey, p. 3.
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Table I, CTA Research Program by Subject Area

Total State plus
Federal Funding*

Subject Area Number of Years

Administrative Projects 5 $400,594Soil .nd Land
20 $223,759Water
11 $ 58,538Watersheds River. Basins 3 $ 25,852Air and Climate
1 $ 12,941Timber Forest Products 11 $110,876Range
3 $ 49,400Wildlife and Fish 4 $ 30,189Citrus Subtropical Fruit 82 $1,159,725Fruit Nuts. Deciduous 23 $250,815Pototoes
3 $ 22,011Vegetables 71 $784,216Ornamentals and Turf 29 $470,122Corn

17 $201,862Grain Sorghum 2 $ 5,444Rice
2 $ 5,432Pasture
3 $127,844Forage Crops

19 $146,357Soybeans
8 $ 55,108Sugar Crops

16 t.113.283Miscellaneous and New Crops 5 S 74,_Poultry
9

$127,8,z-3Beef Cattle
16 $284,044Dairy Cattle 14 $171,161Swine
7 $ 64,246Sheep and Wool
1 $ 2,105Other Animals 3 $ 90,458General Purpose Supplies 3 $ 16,246Clothing Textiles 2 $ 7,528Food

11 $133,761Structures Facility 8 $ 70,234People as Individuals 11 $ 92,848Family Members 4 $ 34,435Farm as Business
1 S 2,970Social Political Crganization 1 $ 120U.S. Agriculture Economy 2 $ 16,898Marketing Systems 3 $ 29,427Weeds
1 $ 5,101Biological Cell System 1 $ 16,621Experiment Statistical Methods 1 $ 4,059Invertabrates 6 $ 54,193

Microrganisms Virus 1 $ 7,098Plants
3 $ 33,123Animals Vertebrates 1 $ 6,739Research Center Management 1 $ 4,376Research Equipment & Technology 1 $ 3,478

$5,613,217

Doer not include grants awarded in competitive proposal procedures.
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A research project entitled, "Crop Production and Land CapabLities
of a Network of Tropical Soil Families," knam as the Benchmark Soils Project,
was awarded to CTA by USAID in May 1974. The project is worth $1,200,000

over a period of five years from 1974 through 1979--initially a three-year
contract with a two-year extension. 47

The purpose, concept, and objectives
of the Benchmark Soils Project are as follows:

The purpose of the project is to test an innovative methodology,
a concept, for LDC use that will help them obtain agrotechnology
for utilizing their 1.1nd resources...The concept in question is:
can agrotechnology be transferred from one tropical region to
another tropical region on the basis of Soil Taxonomy at the
soil family level of classification?...The objectives of the
project are to correlate food crop yields on a network of bench-
mark tropical soils and to determine scientifically the transfer--
ability of agroproduction technology among tropical countries.

In other words, CTA is identifying similar types of tropical soils in
various locations and then attempting to find out through experimentation

if an entire range of soil management-land use technology can be automatically

transferred from one site to another. This would include technology/knowledge

of crops and cropping systems, water management practices, ernsion control

measures, suitability to new crops, economics or crop production, irrigation
practices, etc. The emphasis is thus on land use, on regional/national land-

use planning and priorities, although efforts arc also being made to affect

the individual farmer.

So far, three soil families have been emphasized: volcanic ash, red

soil, and acidic soil. Sites containing these soils have been identified

in Hawaii, the Philippines, and Indonesia. (Similar soils have also been

identified in Rwanda and the Cameroons, and the experiments may thus be

extended to Africa.) Crop response data from experiments at these sites

have just begun to be generated, but:

Initial results from Hawaii and the Philippines, though very
preliminary; seem to reflect very positively on the transfer
hypothesis. /'9

47
There is some confusion here. Project personnel at CTA report that

the total amount for this project is $4.3 million and that the extension
has been to 1980. The above figures are from USAID Title XII Survey, p. 3.

48 "Annual
Report, 1975-1976-Benchmark Soils Project," Hawaii Agricultural

Experiment Station, University of Hawaii. Report No. 3, April 1977, p. 6.
49

Ibid., p. 5.
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The project has already had a positive impact in the Philippines and Indonesia,

and other LDCs have shown a great interest in being involved. Both of the

above LDCs have requested that the project be extended to additional soils

families which are considered to be important in their countries.

A companion project is now being carried out by the University of

Puerto Rico in various sites in the Latin American tropics. One of the soil

families under investigation in Puerto Rico is similar to that in Hawaii,

so there is a carry-over of results. A memorandum of agreement which covers

cooperative activities between the two projects was signed by both universities

in January 1976, and CTA personnel have participated in developing Puerto Rico's

research design and work plan.

Several other auxiliary aspects of this research project might also be

briefly mentioned. A tropical soils data bank has been developed for use

by LDCs. They will be able to send soil samples to the University of Hawaii

and get back soil profiles, along with countries where similar soils are found,

and the technology that appears to be transferable to those soil classes."

Some surveys of farmers' fertilizer practices have been initiated to relate

to the transfer experiments. A four-week training program was held in the

Philippines in May and June 1977, for participants from five LDCs on soil

classification, soil surveys for assessing soil resources, and the use of

the above in the transfer of agrotechnology. A training manual is now being

prepared so that LDCs can conduct these courses themselves. Only one LDC

graduate student at CTA is working on this project, and the remark was made

in connection with this that LDCs have been slow to send students to CTA

and that it is sometimes difficult to get potential LDC students to qualify

under university requirements. Papers from the Benchmark Soils Project have

been presented at various conferences, and in January 1976, an international

seminar was held specially on "Uses of Soil Survey and Classification in

Planning and Implementing Agricultural Development in the Tropics" at ICRISAT *

50
In order to assist the LDCs in this process, the project has disseminated

copies of "Soil Taxonomy," Agricultural Handbook No. 436, a basic system of
soil classification to be used in soil resource inventories, and "Soil Survey
Investigations Report No. 1," prepared by the USDA Soil Conservation Service,
which sets forth the standard procedures necessary for the laboratory character-
ization of soil samples to LDCs.

*
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics.
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in Hydrabad, India. Some 80 soil scientists from Asia .2.1d Africa attended,

and the seminar was instrumental in disseminating information on the project

and in establishing a wider network for tropical soils information. Finally,

a "Benchmark Soils Projec:. Quarterly" newsletter has been created which puts

out current news on what is happening with respect to the project and the

different LDC network participants.

The other 7esearch project grcwing out of the 211-D grant on tropical

soils is the Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural Legumes project,

or NIFTAL. Project funding has totaled $912,000 over three years, 1975-1978,51

and a three-year extension has been agreed to by USAID and CTA. This project

is similar to the Benchmark Soils Project in the cense that it is trying to

develop a collection and classification of nitrogen-fixing bacteria which,

in particular, fix nitrogen to grain legumes such as soya beans or peanuts. 52

Different bacteria are then being experimentally tested against different

environmental conditions and agronomic practices to see which give the best

results. Presumably, legume crops, soil typas, soil bacteria, environment,

and agronomy technology can then be matched in different LDC3 to yield the

optional production.

Most of this project is actually being carried out on the island of Maui,

and this has created some administrative and coordination problems. Four

faculty Ph.D.'s, one from-the College of Arts and Sciences, Department.of

Microbiology, several technicians, and four graduate students are involved.

Microbiology is an integral part of this project, and there is a tremndous

scientific and technical spinoff to this field. There are also approximately

20 LDC personnel from Africa and Asia being trained under this project in

research techniques--e.g., how to develop cultures, how to handle bacteria,

etc. Up to this point, there has been little field work done in LDCs, but

the project has been building a network of LDC collaborators and is about

to go illto a period when it will be testing the results that have been obtained

in different LDC locations.

51
USAID Title XII Survey, p. 3.

52
0ne of the major problems in tropical soils appears to be that the

nitrogen fixing bacteria also use up the phosphorous in the soil--of which
the%z is an inadequate amount in the first place--for themselves to the point

there is not enough for plant growth.
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The research project on Tropical Root Crops Production, Processing, and

Distribution has been supported by USDA under Section 406 starting in 1975.

It has a duration of four years, through 1979, and a total funding of $265,000. 53

As indicated previously, this project grew out of an International Root Crop

Symposium held at the university in 1970, which concluded that far too little

research attention had been given to some of these significant tropical foods,

particularly yams and sweet potatoes. Project objectives were stated as

follows:

The objective of this project is to lay the general background
of how a food delivery system could be implemented which would
import to crops of the tropics and subtropics attributes char-
acteristic of temperate zone grains...The practical goal is to
provide a method(s) of improving the food situation in LDCs
by making a 10% caloric increase available to consumers.54

In another part of the report, the crucial phrase "with no increase in coats"

is added to the latter practical goal.55

The grains of temperate zone crops like corn or wheat have characteristics

such as high density, transportability, stability (in storage), and ease of

preparation which facilitate their delivery to and use by consumers. In

comparison, tropical root crops have problems with spoilage, transportation,

processing, and preparation because of the high 'water content and high tissue

matter density of roots, which make it difficult to get the starch out.

This project hopes to overcome these problems through the development of

knowledge and technology and the application of both engineering and eco.ximic

systems modeling. The initial emphasis of the. project is on taro because of

its long history of growth and utilization in Hawaii. Sw'et potatoes are

also being studied.56 It is important to note that under Section 406 all

the research has to be done in Hawaii; it is only the results that will

hopefully be transferable to and of use in LDCs.

The Tropical Root Crops project has then been divided up into three

major task areas:

51
"USAID Title XII Survey, p. 3.

54
"A Research Program on Tropical Agriculture (Tropical Root Crops)

Annual Report for the Year Ending June 30, 1977," University of Hawaii,
August 1977, p. 8.

55
Ibid., p. 6.

56
Research is not being done on cassava--a major tropical root crop--iu

this project because the majority of past root crop research has been for7used
on it.
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to assemble information packages on the production,
economics, and delivery of food in various forms
derived from taro and sweet potatoes;

to develop and apply economic and systems models to
describe the production, processing, distribution,
acceptability, and consumer use of these food products;
and

to coordinate and assist specific projects in taro
and sweet potato production, taro processing, the
evaluation of staple root crops food farms, root crop
and food protection, economic feasibility of root crop
delivery systems, systems analysis and modeling of
root crop production and processing, and f4cilitating
the dissemination of the project results.5'

Each of these project areas has objectives, accomplishments, and future plans
associated with it.

Some of the accomplishments to date are that state-of-the-art reviews

and bibliographies have been developed; research results indicate that various
cultural practices, i.e., methods of planting, spacing of plants, fertiliza-

tion, etc., can increase taro yields; drying, storage, and taste evaluations

of taro have been performed; protection' of taro flour against insects does
not appear to be a problem; etc. Meetings have been held with the agricultural

community in Hawaii to disseminate research results regarding the production

and processing of taro, and a Workshop on Processing and Utilization of Tropica

Root Crops is being planned for June 1978, with participants from perhaps
six LDCs.

The University of Hawaii is a sea grant as well as a land grant university

The sea grant program draws heavily on the resources of CTA and in some

instancesaquaculture/fish farming--is actually a part of it. The sea grant
program is primarily involved in research, although it does carry out some

educational activities at the graduate level and some extension activities as
well. 513

The only current support shown for the program is for research--a tots:

57
Report--Tropical Root Crops," pp. 8-9.

58
A breakdown of its faculty functions shows 9.25 full-time equivalents

devoted to research. 2.75 to teaching, and 1.0 to extension. go support for
teaching or extension is shown, from federal, state, or other sources. The
sea grant program did award three Ph.D. and four M.S. degrees in 1976, however,
and three students from Asian LDCs and one from Latin America are enrolled
in the program. ("USAID Title XII Sea Grant Survey." University of Hawaii,
pp. 1-4.)
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of $436,911, with $252,000 provided by the Federal Government, $164,911 by

the State of Hawaii, and $20,000 from other sources.59

Research is carried out in the areas of fisheries, fish culture, marine

agronomy, and the problem-oriented research projects directed toward LDCs

include seed production (fish), selective breeding of aquatic food species,

feed development for aquatic species, fishery stock assessment, fishery

population dynamics, fishery statistical aralysis, and fishery economics.

Although most of their research started in the 1970's, some goes back as far

as 1957-58; sponsors have included USAID, NSF, FAO, UNDP, private industry,

local governments, and the sea grant program in Washington. These projects

have been carried out principally in the Pacific and Southeast Asia but also

some in Mexico and Madagascar. In addition to the general topics already

mentioned, research has been done on river development, reef fisheries

development, shrimp ranching, precious coral assessment, seave-A farming,

baitfish culture, and brine shrimp culture. 60

Information Activities. CTA's most important information activity

actually comes under a Section 406 research contract from USDA entitled,

"Bibliographic Retrieval System for Tropical Agricultural Commodities";

nevertheless, it has been singled out for special attention because of its

innovative features in a field of much importance to the transfer of knowledE

to LDCs. This project began in 1974 and runs for four years through June 191

total funding provided was $308,000.
61

The objectives of this project were

as follows:

...1) to analyze existing secondary coverage of tropical
agricultural literature, 2) to survey the degree to which
such coverage is available in machine readable form, 3) to
provide specialized services such as SDI and retrospective
searching from the University computer center, 4) to make
recommendations for improvement of existing primary and
secondary coverage, and 5) subsequently, to reccmmend exten-
sions or modifications to the implemented computer search
system. 62

59
Ibil., p. 2.

60
Ibid., pp. 3-6.

61
Memo from P. Rotar to Dean Furtick, 13 June 1978.

62
Hillary D. Burton, "Implementation and Ramifications of a Computer-

Based Information System to gUpport Tropical Agricultural Research." Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Society for Information
Science, October 1976, p. 1.
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There are generalized computerized agriculture scientific and technical

information (STI) systems, of course; this is an innovational attempt to

develop a specialized subset of those systems around tropical agriculture

and to provide STI services relevant to this field.

The primary feature of the system was that the magnetic tapes from four

major computerized agricultural or food related data bases were periodically

supplied to CTA to be run through the university's computers. The data bases

included those from USDA's National Agricultural Library, (CAIN--recently

changed to AGRICOLA), Biological Abstracts (BA), Chemical Abstracts (CA),

and Food Sci2nce and Technology Abstracts (FSTA). After some start-up

assistance from USDA, the university computer center now has the capAhility

to search these tapes on request, and they provide this service--first to

university faculty and then to others.

As with many university computer centers, however, there are priorities

and an excess demand for the use of available computer time, and this has

curtailed some planned STI services and has meant waiting in line in some

instances. Since one of the current criteria of success for STI systems is

a fast turnaround time, this has been a problem of some concern. The alterna-

tive to doing it yourself, i.e., in your own computer, is to subscribe to

an on-line STI service, either Lockheed or Systems Development Corporation,

which are both located in California. In effect, these systems operate

over 50 computerized data bases which can all be accessed through a single

program--the communication between user terminal and system computer taking

place over telephone lines. The CTA information project initially subscribed

to this on-line service in 1974-75 but used it only for special searches

where time was a critical factor because of high telecommunications costs

between Hawaii and the mainland--$48 per hour. Recently, however, advances

in technology have reduced these costs to $8 per hour and currently to only

$6 per hour. With this reduction in cost, more use is being made of the

on-line STI services. Single searches can be performed very quickly, and

results are available in about three days, as compared to a week or more at

the university computing center. There are several other advantages to on-lim

searching, including the fact that it is a time charge service that is self-

supporting, except for the professional time of the ac.:essor intermediary.

Moreover, many computerized data bases are available on-line, particularly

-
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the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau data base which contains tropical agri-
cultural information from many of Britain's former colonies.

In evaluating the four data bases being used at the moment," the project
has found that Biological Abstracts (BIOSIS) and CAIN are the two which "are
essential" to the service:

Limited indexing of CAIN and the absence of abstracts (generally)
provide cause for user dissatisfaction; nevertheless, it is the
backbone for agricultural information...BIOSIS results are
almost alw2ys well received, even though lacking complete
abstracts.

The use of FSTA is limited "but directly connected with agriculture." Increas-
ing demand for this data base in the field of aquaculture is also expected.
Chemical Abstracts is the least used of the four data bases subscribed to;

its present use is "minimal," and there is "little prospect" of increased
use. 65

This information service is provided to anyone doing research in tropical

agriculture, regardless of affiliation or location--except that university
users get first priority. An analysis of users of this information service
by geographic location and by status is shown in Table II. Currently, over
300 individuals are using the service--from universities, government insti-
tutions, and private industry. Almost two-thirds of the users are from Hawaii,
but the number of users from LDCs has recently begun to increase, particularly
in the Philippines. This increase has been due principally to personal visits
which have been made by project personnel to the University of the Philippines
at Los Banos (UPLB). The principal investigator of this project, Dr. Peter Rota
visited UPLB in April 1977, and the information specialist, Mrs. Barbara Bird,
followed up with a vacation/business trip to work individually with the

faculty and agricultural researchers on the use of the information service.

63
Experience has shown that no single or even two data bases provides

comprehensive coverage of the literature for any particular subject. From
3 to 5 data bases are usually required (Burton, p. 2).64

Quarterly Report Narrative for the Period Ending September 30, 1977
--Research on Information Retrieval Systems for Tropical Research and Training
Center in the United States," University of Hawaii, p. 4.

65
ibid., p. 4.
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Table II. Analysis of Users*

BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

Oahu 161
Hawaii 18
Kauai 6
Maui 3

Philippines 77
Taiwan 9
New Guinea 7
Fiji 7
Brazil 5
Australia 3
India 3
New Caledonia 2

Tonga 2
Thailand 2

Indonesia 1

Puerto Rico 1

Malaysia 1

Bahrein 1

California 2

Oregon 2 (temporary location)
New York 1

314

BY STATUS

Graduate students 44 (includes 21 foreign students)
Librarians 4
Other academics. 258
Non-academics 8

314

Source: Quarterly Report for the Period Ending September 30, 1977, p. 3.
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Dr. Rotar has also visited the Asian Vegetable Research and Development

Center (AVRDC) on Taiwan in connection with the project. The biggest surprise
has perhaps been Brazil, where there has been no personal contact but five
individuals from the organization CEPED have used the service and "appreciatioi
is profound."66 The project is developing a system of "major nodes" for the

distrIbution of its information services. So far, these major nodes have

been established at the South Pacific Commission (Noumea), the University of
the South Pacific, the UPLB in the Philippines, and AVRDC in Taiwan.

The basic service offered to users is a Current Awareness Service, in

which each user is kept apprised of the state-of-the-art according to his/her
individual, .-: ecial interests and needs--Selective Dissemination of Informatior
(As indicateL earlier, retrospective search services of the literature upon
individual request were originally planted in the project but have proved

to be unfeasible with respect to the operations of the university computer
center. Retrospective searches are, of course, available on a chatge basis
from the university.) What the user actually receives is a printout of current

citations as references which match up with the individual's information

"profile." It is important to understand that the service does not deliver

the actual documents, just the citations. (Again, as originally planned,

the project was to address the problem of document delivery, but this has

not proven to be feasible within project resources.) Thus, the final impact

of the service for LDCs depends upon the user's ability to obtain the actual

documents, and this has proven to be a problem in some cases. Libraries in
LDCs have only limited document collections, and even then there is often no

concept of the library as an active information service; rather, the library
is thought of in more traditional terms as a collector and holder of documents.
Thus:

In order to minimize postal costs while involving the libraries
more closely with their respective communities, the profiles
for each cent g; are delivered to the Librarian for further
distribution.'

66
Ibid., p. 2.

67
Quarterly Report Narrative fcr the Period Ending June 30, 1977, p. 1.
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Documents can also be obtained through inter-library load services,

and figures from the University of Hawaii's Hamilton library, Science arld

Technology Division, are one indication of the effectiveness of the project.

Requests fora inter-library loans have increased froA 365 quarterly in 1976

to 558 quarterly in 1977, almost all of this resulting from the project,

according to project reports. 68 This is not necessarily a benefit for the

University library staff, however, as this increase has proven to be something

of a burden to them. In the future, it is hoped that telefacsimile transmis-

sion of documents would become economically feasible and help to resolve

the document delivery problem.69

At present, this information service has been offered free to users

under Section 406 project funding in order to familiarize them with it and

get them to use it on a trial basis. With usage from faraway LDCs increasing

at a time when this project is coming to a close, however, a cost recovery

system will have to be initiated soon if the service is to continue. So far,

this issue has not come up directly, but project personnel expect that the

Philippines and Taiwan will at least decide to keep the service and pay for

it. Soon, however, and depending on telecommunications costs, they may be

running their own data base tapes through their own computer by obtaining

the programming knowhow from this project.

In her analysis of the project, Dr. Burton listed three problem areas

in the start-up and use of the information service:

1) a scarcity of personnel with both library and computer
expertise,

2) geographic dispersion of the user audience with attendant
user education problems, and

3) a significant number of non-English-speaking personnel
who wish to use the English language-based system.70

68
Quarterly Report, September 30, 1977, p. 2.

69
Ibid., p. 2.

70
Burton, abstract page.
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The first problem was felt principally in the sten-up phase because of the

newness of the computer facilities to the University and the library staff.

Project personnel recognize that there is a significant problem in dealing

with users who are non-English speaking that is reflected in a difficulty

to conceptualize what an information search program or search strategy is.

This, in their opinion, is the principal problem in dealing with users from

LDCs--they do not know what to expect from a search of computerized data

bases, the right words to express what their information needs are, the

peculiarities that characterize different data bases.

Several different approaches to resolving this problem have been attempted

during the project. The "Current Awareness Literature Service, User's Cuide,"71

a manual developed by the USDA Agricultural Research Service for use in field

locations, was tried in LDCs but did not work out well. The problem may have

been the English language, but it may also have been due to the fact that

this is a manual for self-help or self-use, and there may be some kind of

psychological preference to depend on librarians or other information inter-

mediaries on the part of information users. The project has now developed

a simplified two-page explanation of the information service offered and a

"request-for-service" form--first for use on Taiwan but later alss in the

Philippines. An "advertising approach" was used to design the form, according

to the following parameters:

the user would be at a remote location where, except for
perhaps an initial contact with the project, there would
be no one to whom he/she could turn for assistance;

the form should enable multiple data bases to be searched;

the user has little or no familiarity with hard-copy
versions of data bases;

the user has little knowledge of English and a low ability
to identify synonyms; and

the user considers the information professional to be
both the provider of services and an authority on subject
matter.72

71
USDA-ARS, "Current Awareness Literature Service, User's Guide,"

Beltsville, Maryland, 1974.
72
Quarterly Report, June 30, 1977, p. 1.
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This latter approach appears to have achieved much better acceptance

among LDC users. Rather than not getting enough of the right kind of informa-

tion about users' information needs, the project is now getting too much

material, and some forms have had to be sent back so that the information

requests can be further defined. At least, however, this form has elicited

a positive response.

In addition to the above information service, the project has developed

special, updated bibliographies on tropical agricultural commodities which

are the subject of major CTA research efforts--e.g., on taro, sweet potatoes,

paE, legumes and tropical legumes in general, acid soils and phosphorus

availability in soils, etc. Efforts are being made to exchange information

with the network of international agricultural research institutes particularly

the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)--and to access FAO's AGRIS

data base. Another aspect of the program concerns the development of a

computerized file of in-house CTA information that is not put into other

data bases. Finally, of course, the project provides information to CTA

faculty and graduate students related to their educational and research

interests.

Dr. Burton feels that the response from both the CTA information project

personnel and from information service users has been encouraging and that

considerable improvement has been made in tropical agricultural researchers'

information use practices:

Given the lack of widespread bibliographic computer-based
services available to scientists in this broad subject area,
user education requires considerable extra effort. Such
education is particularly difficult to carry out without
face-to-face communication which is quite often not possible.
But through the combination of the user's desire to get
access to the vast literature of tropical agriculture and
the energetic efforts of the project personnel, considerable
progress has been made....In light of the tremendous need
for improved and extended technology and research in tropical
agriculture food and feed production, it is hoped that
programs such as this...will provide substantial contribu-
tions.73

73
Burton, p. 4.
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To update CTA's LAC information activities, Information Specialist

Mrs. Barbara Bird undertook a visit to several LDCs (the Philippines, Taiwan,

Thailand, Kenya, Nigeria, Colombia, and Costa, Rica) in February and March

1978. The purpose of this trip was as follows:

1. To explore the information needs of the programs and
community of each center;

2. To view existing resources--materials, facilities, profes-
sional library skills;

3. To examine the possibility of coordination in providing
agricultural information to support the needs of developing
countries and especially projects dependent on U. S.
funds;

4. To present to the communities of each center the capa-
bilities of our service and special advantages for areas
remote from conventional information services;

5. To discuss improvement and continuance of present SDI
service as well as charge policy--AVRDC, UPLB and IITA;
and

6. To assess need for: a. document delivery or alternative
"back-up" facilities, e.g.,
facsimile transmission, and

b. development of satellite communica-
tions for an agricultural informa-
tion netwrk among international
centers.74

o

In the two LDCs where CTA's information service has been most active,

e.g., the Philippines and Taiwan, Mrs. Bird reportedly found great enthusiasm

for the service and a willingness to continue it on a partial cost charge

basis. Obtaining the actual documents, however, remains a serious problem.

New markets for the information services in national agricultural research

and/or information centers were successfully explo:'d in the remaining LDCs

and a variety of new contacts and information flows established. In brief,

CTA appears to be successfully investing in expanding the market among LDCs

for their information services.

74
Memorandum from B. K. Bird to W. R. Furtick, "Narrative Report of

International Travel," 11 May 1978.
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At the same time, they are actively promoting CTA as a member of the

international agricultural research center network and as a source of informa-

tion services for the individual centers. On this same trip, Mrs. Bird visited

the IRRI in the Philippines, the International Crops Research Institute

for the Semi-Arid Tropics in India, the International Laboratory for Research

on Animal Diseaszs and the International Center for Inseizt Physiology and

Ecology in Kenya, the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture in

Nigeria, and the International Center for Tropical Agriculture in Colombia.

In addition to establishing information flows with these centers, Mrs. Bird

discussed the establishment of an international telecommunications network

linking them together along with five U. S. universities, including the

University of Hawaii.

Mrs. Bird also visited FAO headquarters in Rome and participated in

meetings and demonstrations concerning their international computerized data

basp for agricultural research--AGRIS. The U. S. national center for AGRIS

is the USDA's Natiunal Agricultural Library (NAL), but they reportedly have

not utilized the AGRIS system and apparently have no plans to do so--effectively

blocking the entire U. S. from the system. Therefore, it has been recommended

that if NAL does not fulfill its obligation, the CTA explore the possibility

of having the AGRIS tapes delegated to it and incorporated into their informa-

tion services.

A number of specific recommendations emerged from this international

marketing/promotional trip, and although it is not known what will come of

them, it seems evident that this innovational STI service at CTA is established

and off the ground; that it is receiving support from CTA administration in

its efforts to expand and market its services in LDCs; that there appears to

be a great opportunity for CTA in this area; that, if combined with resources

for user training and follow-up, it could provide even more valuable informa-

tion services for LDCs in the future; and that information flow also provid

an effective vehicle fur entering into relationships with and networks of

other tropical agricultural institutions.

Extension ACtivities. The Cooperative Extension Service is part of

CTA's activities, just as it is at all land grant universities. Support for

extension activities in FY75 was reported to total $2,909,432--$1,162,058
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from the Federal Government and $1,747,374 from the State of Hawaii. There

are 27 Cooperative Extension Service extension specialists on the CTA faculty

in the various academic departments. 75 n addition, there are county extension

agents on each of the State of Hawaii's four major islands--each island being

considered an individual county. The extension specialists °perste as full

faculty members of their. departments and also serve as the link to the county_

extension agents.

At the graduate level, there has been reasonably good cooperation among.

education, research, and extension functions in CTA. County extension agents

have been utilized in training programs and have helped graduate students

to select thesis research topics. They have also assisted many graduate students

in gaining experience on research sites at actual operating farms in their

counties. There is no formal program for extension education at CTA anymore.

There was at one time, but it was dropped around 1965 because of a lack of

student interest. Whether or not students LDC or otherwise receive a

background or orientation in extension as part of their education varies

according to department. Extension is emphasized in the Department of

Agronomy and Soils, and certain courses e.g., beginning agronomy, and pastures

courses--treat the subject in some detail.

There is some definite indication, however, that the extension function

at CTA has not been satisfactorily integrated with the other functions

particularly research. In a memorandum on reorganization to all CTA

faculty, Dean William Furtick states that there has been "inadequate coordina-

tion...independent at best and antagonistic at the worst" between extension

and the state agricultural experiment station.76 This lack of coordination

has further prevented the linkage of research with client problem identifica-

tion and follow up. The reorganization currently being implemented which is

discussed further in Section VII on CTA and the Future--therefore brings all

research and extension programs together under a coordinated administration

through the new Director of the Hawaii Institute of Tropical Agriculture and

Human Resources.

75USAID Title XII Land-Grant Survey, pp. 2-12.

7627 April 1978, Furtick memo, p. 4.
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Cooperation also does not appear to be so good between the extension

and information activities discussed previously within CTA--a linLage that

should be stronger because one of the functions of extension is to transmit

information to farmers. However, neither the county extension agents nor

the extension specialists on campus has made use of this service. Information

project personnel speculate that this might be due to the perceived academic

nature of the literature and the scholarly language used but argue that

it is extension's job to interpret and rewrite information in a form which

can be utilized by f,.mers.

In at least one person's opinion, the entire extension program has been

a failure anyway at least in terms of reaching the small farmers of Hawaii.

The large, progressive farmers come to field days, to meetings, to see

demonstrations, but the small ones do not. In his opinion, no one really

knows how to reach the small, poor farmer with new technology--they seem

t feel uncomfortable and out of place when confronted with it. More research

is needed on how to communicate. with them. This is a criticism that has been

voiced about the Cooperative Extension Service in general in the United States,

of course, but perhaps it is more noticeable in Hawaii where considerable

numbers of small, poor farmers have continued to exist alongside the larger,

more progressive ones.

This observation has some implications for LDCs, this individual believes.

Land-grant universities have spent much time and effort attempting to transfer

the U. S. extension system to LDCs but have failed time and again. Not only

are the institutional situations different--most LDC extension functions are

located in the Ministry of Agriculture rather than at universities--but the

U. S. system, as indicated above, just does not know how to reach small peasant

farmers. Therefore, he believes that the education and research portions of

CTA's activities may fit together better for application in LDCs much more

so than extension.

I. Major Problems and Issues in the Evolution and Development of the College
of Tropical Agriculture

In this section of the case study, some of the major problems and issues

which have occurred in the evolution and development of CTA will be briefly

discussed, along with some of their underlying reasons.
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The major problem which still persists at CTA, and which was cited

several times by different members oZ the faculty, is the fact that no

comprehensive or coherent program of international activities exists--just

a conglomeration of fragmented projects that have been pasted together to

11,1ok like a program.: (This is a situation the planning process described

earlier is designed to address..) Existing research projects are not there

by design of CTA but by the grace of USAID or USDA--whatever they will give,

CTA has to accept in order to generate support.
77

In looking for research

support, of course, CTA finds itself in direct competition with other land-

grant universities. When funding for tropical agriculture research which

would fit well into CTA's capabilities and plans goes, instead, to some other

land-grant university, no room is left for duplication elsewhere, and so

CTA is left completely out and must scramble for whatever research support

is left. Then, to make things even more "frustrating"--a word that was

used several times to express the intensity of CTA's feelings about this

situation--individuals from some mainland land-grant universities always seem

to be stopping by for a visit, to obtain a free and instant education in

tropical agriculture and some legitimacy for their LDC activities. There is

no doubt that CTA faculty feel strongly about this matter and also slightly

helpless at being able to do anything about it. One thing that has been

done is to formalize this service to visitors under the office of International

Agricultural Programs, and it will not be free anymore.

There are several reasons why CTA feels at a disadvantage in competition

with mainland land-grant universities for research support. The most important

is location--5,000 miles away from Washington, D. C., where the action is.

Travel funds provided by the university for promotional purposes are very

limited, and telecommunications, although possible, are hindered by time zone

77
A very interesting analogy was made here to the situation in which

many LDCs find themselves--rather than being able to concentrate on a compre-
hensive national development plan, they are continually coping with disjointed,
individual foreign assistance projects from different developed countries
and international agencies. Their development effort is thus fragmented,
but it is very difficult to turn down the opportunities represented by foreign
aid. It also does not seem to be possible to get different donor countries
and agencies to work together within the framework of an overall program
plan--they want individual attention.

yre,....
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differences and costs. A trip to Washington takes. at least three to four

days, and sometimes it can be difficult. In short, CTA feels isolated. In

addition, CTA is a relatively young institution, compared to long-established

land-grant universities such as Cornell, and does not have the experience

or know-how in obtaining research funds from the Federal Government. CTA

faculty do not have the contacts in Washington, in USAID and USDA, so the

potential for research at CTA often goes unrecognized. The University of

Hawaii does not maintain a continuous presence in Washington to perhaps keep

CTA alerted as to announcements of research to be funded or research in

progress in which it may have a substantial interest, and mail rakes

longer to reach Hawaii.78

Much of this reasoning may sound like a self-serving, "sour grapes"

reaction to losing research funds to other universities, but there is little

doubt, as one faculty member put it, that they believe this to be probably

the most important problem affecting the evolution and development of CTA.

This belief is supported by cases of individual researchers in CTA who have

done top-quality and very relevant work, with meaningful results, and yet

have aot been able to generate support in Washington. One CTA faculty member

also admitted, however, that there has been a lot of inertia in CTA--a nice,

place to_work--and a lack of purpose to go out and obtain research support.

Another major problem that has affected CTA throughout its evolution and

development has been the lack of support for international activities by the

State of Hawaii and the university, although this appears to have substantially

changed for the better in recent years. Most of this lack of support has

been felt in the form of continuing pressure from the state legislature to

keep CTA research and programs rele1.1nt to the State of Hawaii, and since--as

has been indicated earlier-the state is the primary funder of CTA research,

the pressure has been effective. So effective has it been, in fact, that

CTA really does not propose to du anything relevant to LDC's that cannot also

be justified as relevant to the State of Hawaii, even in Section 406 and Title

XII proposals. To be sure, there are undoubtedly many opportunities for researe

on tropic-al agriculture which have not been adequately covered and which would

78
CTA has used the land-grant university association offices in Washington

to make contacts and that sort of thing but not for assistance in any way
related to obtaining research funding. There is an international programs
staff person in the association, but no one knew much about it.

Wiz ottorii...a. '34 Sels1...,
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benefit both the-state and the LDCs. Again, to be sure, justifying LDC
SST activities on a mutual self-interest basis may well turn out to be the
most long-lasting way to go about it.' Once more, the University of Hawaii
is a state land-granL.university and must fulfill its primary responsibilities
to state agriculture. Yet, CTA seems to be stretching the point when it argues
that research on LDC pests, which are not now problems in the state, is
nevertheless justified because of the threat of their potential introduction
in the future.

The same general pressure also is felt from the U. S. Congress. As
can be seen from earlier discussions of the history of Section 406 and Title
XII, despite the idealism expressed in isolated legislation for agriculture
and food assistance to LDCs, implemntation has not proceeded very quickly.
Proposers are also asked to relate their activities under Section 406 to
benefits to domestic agriculture.

Throughout its history, CTA appears to have had a less-than-optimal

relationship with territorial and state governments. Sugar and pineapple
plantations ware the predominant economic force in the Islands, and each
had its own association R&D facilities. The university and CTA were thus
at one time even forbidden to do work in these fields, being considered

somewhat peripheral to the main agricultural action. Today the situation
is much different. The principal pineapple research institute has shut
down, and the sugar cane research facility is reportedly in trouble. Recently,
some of the plantations have also gone out of business, causing some appre-
hension about the agricultural economic future of the state and making CTA's
research on potential new crops to replace pineapples and sugar cane look
very attractive.

International activities have also become somewhat politically glamorous
recently. Governor George R. Ariyoshi and his predecessor, the late John Burns,
have promoted Hawaii's role of being a leader in the Asia-Pacific region

in bringing peoples and cultures together--"the bridge between the U. S.

and Asia," "the hub of the Pacific" and the university was always a great
part of the envisaged realization of that ambition. The presidents of the
university, being appointed by the governors and closely in mile with their

wishes, have also begun to provide more support for international agricultural

activities. The recognition that CTA has already received in tropical
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agriculture has led the university to formally commit itself to making tropical
agriculture an area of excellence, and this has reportedly helped a lot.
Even. the state legislature has begun to provide more support, although there
is still a substantial group who believes that the university should only
be involved in solving Hawaii's problems.

There are still some aggravating irritations as well. Very little
support is provided by the state to CTA for research program development only
$25,000 to the Department of Agronomy and Soils, which has recently brought
in $3 million worth of research. At the same time, all voject overhead goes
into the state general fund and is not necessarily returned to the university.79
Part of the reason for this is attributed to the fact that the university
president is, in some instances, considered to be a member of the governor's
cabinet. Still, things are looking much better for CTA and its international
aspirations, both with respect to the state and the university.

Part of the reason for the lack of support for tropical agricultural
programs in USDA in Washington is perceived to be the lack of political clout
that can be applied by the small number of Hawaii's congressional delegation.
Moreover, alliances with other states are also limited, because most states
are in temperate climatic zones, and the'initial reaction from congressmen
from Nebraska and. Michigan is to say that, yes, tropical agriculture is a
good thing to do, but they have no personal interest in it. CTA faculty are
also quick to point out that, although their congressional representation
is small in numbers, they particularly Senator Spark Matsunaga--have continually
been supportive of the university and helpful to CTA.

79
In order to avoid such problems with the State of Hawaii, more and moreCTA research programs are now being undertaken through The Research Corporationof the University of Hawaii--a mechanism that many universities have establishedfor just this reason. The Research Corporation is described as "...a non-

profit public enterprise flexibly designed to assist the university and other
state agencies in promoting and implementing scientific, educational and economic
development....By devising and implementing research and developmental
projects directly or as joint ventures, the corporation is enabled to work
readily with other governmental agencies, international organizations, foreignnations, or private businesses...." (Hawaii's Scientific Resources-1977
Directory, State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development,1977.)

I
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CTA is frank to admit that they have not done a'good job in interacting

with the East-West Center, to exploit the opportunities of having this

institution right on campus. There are some relationships, of ,:ourse. As

indicated earlier, the East-West Center is not a degiee-granting educational

institution but does send Asian-Pacific students to the University of Hawaii

--many to CTA. Most East-West graduate students have appeared to graduate

from the Agronomy and Soils, Animal Sciences, Agricultural Economics, and

Horticulture departments. One of the center's five institutes, the Resource

Systems Institute, is particularly concerned with agriculture and food produc-

tion in LDCs and has major project areas that include "Increasing Productivity

Under Tight Supplies of Agricultural Resources," "Pest Management," and

"Aquatic Resources.Managetent." With their limited staff, this institute

does make heavy use of CTA faculty. Many of the institute staff also have

part-time faculty appointments in CTA, so there is fairly good interaction

at the working level but much less at higher levels.

Where CTA feels that they have really missed out, however, is in following

up on East-West Center CTA alumni who have returned to their home countries.

These graduates are beginning to represent a considerable amount of knowledge

and experience in tropical agriculture in their home countries, and a made-to-

order network of contacts for CTA to take advantage of. Moreover, the East--

West Center does bring their alumni together from tine to time in various

ways. CTA does intend to follow up on this opportunity in the future.

One definite advantage that the East-West Center has over CTA is the

resources available to operate internationally in and with LDCs. The inability

of CTA to travel to and otherwise communicate with LDCs has been one of the

major problems in developint, their international programs. Many people

cited the lack of. CTA faculty firsthand experience and knowledge of LDCs,

as well as a certain lack of self-confidence in being able to work there

effectively, as a problem which has begun to lessen only recently. As USDA

interpreted Section 406 very strictly as a domestic program to develop a

U. S. czpacity in tropical agriculture, travel has been largely restricted

to the U. S. under this funding. Moreover, Title XII may be interpreted

at the other extreme, allowing only for work in LDCs and not on campus at the

University of Hawaii. So far, the USAID projects on tropical soils, benchmark

soils, and nitrogen fixation have provided the only flexibility for CTA
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faculty to travel and meet colleagues from the international agricultural
research institutes and LD.0 national agricultural research institutes.

As in perhaps all colleges or programs, there are some subdivisions
that do better than others. In CTA, however, the dominance of the Department
of Agronomy and Soils in international activities and research in general
is quite striking. The entire CTA has an annual operating budget of approx-
imately $5 million, and the Department of Agronomy and Soils by itself
brings in about $3 million in research grants and contracts. Part of this
dominance may be explained by the early tradition for excellence in tropical
soils, but there is more. The Section 406 project on tropical agricultural
information ended up in this department, not so much because it naturally
belonged there but because

no other department took the initiative to obtain
it. According to some faculty,

some CTA departments just do not seem to be
aware of the potential that they have for international work or do not seem
to be able to get themselves organized to fulfill their potential.

VII. The College of Tropical Agriculture and the Future

It is perhaps obvious
from the discussion of CTA's development and evolution

that it does intend to become a major actor in generating and applying science
and technology that will benefit the developing countries. How does it intend
to go about this, and what might that future look like? It has already been
mentioned that the University of Hawaii has gotten together with the University
of Puerto Rico and the University of Florida in submitting a proposal to
significantly expand Section 406 activities at their respective institutions,
and there is also a proposal ready for a Title XII programmatic grant to
establish the Hawaii Institute of Tropical Agriculture (HITA). 80 Both
proposals stress three major points: 1) the rationale or need for more U. S.
R&D in tropical agriculture; 2) the opportunity for Hawaii--as a state and
as the University of Hawaii--to play an important role in this area; and 3)
a proposed program in tropical agriculture research. Also covered in this
section is a brief discussion of plans for the reorganization of CTA.

Rationale or Need. The rationale or need for more U. S. R&D in tropical
agriculture is, first of all, expressed in humanitarian/political terms.
The United States spends over three billion dollars each year already for

80,
'Synopsis of a Proposal for a Title XII Programmatic Grant," Universityof Hawaii, no date.
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food and agriculture assistance to LDCs; these countries annually receive

10 million tons of food aid--much of it from the U. S. Yet, agricultural

production continues to lag behind population growth and the food gap widens.

It is not possible that the developed countries will be either able or willing

to finance this kind of aid if present production and population trends continue.

International economic tensions and explosive political situations would

result to the detriment of all nations. Therefore, the development of a

U. S. capacity to conduct R&D in tropical agriculture and transfer the results

to LDCs should both-reduce their anticipated future food deficits and enable

them to make more effective use of other forms of U. S.-agricultural assistance.

In addition, such action is directly related to U. S. concerns for the world's

poor.

The need is also expressed in manpower terms. Most of the European

colonial era experts in tropical agriculture are nearing or past retirement

age. At the same time, both government and private industry ar increasing

their involvement in LDCs and, therefore, in tropical agriculture. The U. S.

is already providing some personnel as staff to the international agricultural

research centers, but there is Thadequate trained manpower available to

backstop these overseas programs. Therefore, U. S. land -grant universities

in tropical climates need to increase their education/training role in tropical

agriculture.

Finally, there is a rationale related to the contribution of tropical

agriculture R&D to the U. S. Many important U. S. crops such as corn and

potatoes originated in the tropics, and it is important to continue importing

new genetic strains for potential use in protecting against future diseases;

increased tropical food production means increased supplies of those foods

that the U. S. imports; much research related to tropical LDCs may be of

direct use to small farmers in the U. S.; current minor crops in the U. S.

will now receive more R&D attention; etc.

The Opportunity. There is an opportunity for Hawaii in this area because

Hawaii is, in the United States, unique in several ways. According to the

section "Hawaii is Different," the Hawaii Institute of Tropical Agriculture

should be Created because:

1. Hawaii is the only state in the United States located
entirely in the tropics.
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2. Hawaii has both large-scale plantations and processing
plants (sugar and pineapple) and small-scale, diversifiedfarms, small-scale food processors, pocket markets andisland communities similar to conditions in most
developing countries.

3. The University of Hawaii is both a land-grant and sea-grant institution.

4. The faculty of the College of Tropical Agriculture at the
University of Hawaii, although not large in size, centersits entire research, teaching, and public service
activities on food and agricultural problems of thetropics.

5. The ethnic origin of the people of Rawaii is heavily
weighted to Asia and the Pacific--Polynesia, the
Philippines, China and Japan.

6. The University of Hawaii has long been recognized forits degree and non-degree training,programs for personnelfrom Asia and the Pacific Region."'

Moreover, Hawaii is also is a position to greatly benefit from such a
development. Through the international

agricultural research centers and the
many national agriculture research institutes in developing countries, perhaps
some $580 million is being spent on the solution of tropical agricultural
problems, many of which are common to Hawaii. By placing CTA in this network
and enabling it to actively participate in linking together all this R&D,
Hawaii greatly augments its own R&D effort. Hawaii would become a center
for the development of new tropical agricultural technology that would be
applicz.ble to local agriculture and agro-industry, giving local industry a
lead-time advantage over its applications elsewhere.

Majcr research invest-
ments from the private sector would undoubtedly also be attracted to Hawaii. 82

Recently, there has been major support from the State of Hawaii to
demonstrate their commitment to tropical agricultural research. The Board of
Regents of the University of Hawaii has approved a speed-up of development
plans for CTA, and nearly $25 million has been allocated for capital improvement
funds needed to upgrade CTA to a status capable of effectively handling major
programs in tropical agricultural research. In his state-of-the-state address

81
Ibid., p. 2.

82 "The
Role of U. S. Agriculture in International Development," p. 59.
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in January 1978, Governor George R. Ariyoshi endorsed and supported utilizing

CTA as the base for a joint federal/state.resource to aid food and agricul-

tural development in the tropics of the Pacific-Asia region. The Hawaii

state legislature has introduced a joint resolution in support of this concept,

and major support has-been expressed by the Hawaiian business community. 83

The Proposed Program. Previous U. S. tropical agricultural research

under Section 406 has resulted in an increased ability to solve certain

specific problems, but there have not been enough fundS to examine the larger

pralems of food systems. Likewise, much tropical agricultural research has

been centered on specific commodities such as rice and has not addressed the

numerous other problems which must be resolved to alleviate hunger and malnu-

trition. Therefore, CTA stresses the importance of integrated, programmatic

research in tropical agriculture and proposes to build its programs around

comprehensive studies of food systeMs and sub-systems. Such research would

study all stages in food systems, from consumer back to the resources used

in agricultural production, and would be multi-disciplinary in nature, enabling

all aspects of the varied institutional, socio-cultural, environmental, and

physical factors which are included in food systems to be addressed. In

order to do this, the programs would be structured to make effective use of

the wide variety of resources available in the university community.

The structure which CTA proposes has six or seven major programs at

the level of food systems--basic problems that are important to sustain

agriculture in the tropics: Institutional Arrangements; Technical Input

Systems; Resource Management Systems; Small Farm Management Systems; Household

Management Systems; and Human Nutrition, Health, and Pell-Being. 84

Institutional Arrangements include the study of socioeconomic and cultural

factors in rural development, plus public policy and decision-making. As the

proposal to expand Section 406 puts it:

83
"A Proposal to Expand...Section 406," p. 12.

84
These are the six programs discussed in the multi-university proposal

to expand Section 406, although a seventh Nutrition - -is shown on the University
of Hawaii's summary budget table on p. 13. The University of Hawaii's
"Synopsis of a Proposal for a Title XII Programmatic Grant" lists the above
six areas plus a seventh--Food Delivery Systems. This program has elements
of Food Processing and Marketing and Distribution.
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Institutional arrangement studies are necessary to effectively
relate all of the program elements of a food system to each
other, to the environment, and to the people to whom the
specific elements have been directed.8'

The major emphasis of the Technical Inputs Systems is to further the develop-

ment of the international information storage and retrieval program in tropical

agriculture to provide essential information to all other program elements.

This continues the work started at CTA under previous Section 406 funding.

A substantial research effort in this program will be devoted to developing

improved methods of providing essential information to assist in rural

development.

The Resource Management Systems program will largely concern itself

with tropical soils, water management, and ecology and the environment.

Increased research would be undertaken on the management of tropical soils

to provide sustained yields without erosion or the loss of soil nutrients.

This would lead to secondary research on plant nutrition, nitrogen fixaecn,

and nutrient availability in tropical soils. Increased research would also

be undertaken on the efficient use of water and the maintenance of water

quality.

Under the Small Farm Management Systet program, a wide variety of research

would be undertaken: on integrated pest management practices; on economical

sources of feed for livestock; on the breeding and reproduction of livestock;

on the control of livestock and poultry parasites and diseases; on the

breeding, culturing, and management of tropical crops and livestock; on tropical

aquaculture and fisheries. The important part of this research, however,

is that it would be integrated into detailed farm management systems that

relate to the total operations of both small and large farms.

The Household Management Systems program concerns those cultural factors

and social values which influence household decisions regarding the choice

of food, health care, shelter, etc., food preservation and preparation, and

family dietary patterns. Any proposed improvements or modifications to

existing food systems must contend with these forces. The effects of inadequate

nutrition, coupled with the impact of debilitating tropical diseases, are

85,,
A Proposal to Expand...Section 406," p. 9.
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to be studied under the Human Nutrition, Health, and Well-Being program.

The nutrition elements of this program would be carried out jointly with the.

National Nutrition Center at Tufts University.

Within these broad food systems prOgrams, production program packages

aimed at specific commodities would be accommodated. The University of

Hawaii states its own expertise to. be in the areas of tropical fruits,

vegetables, root crops, livestock, forage and pasture crops, and fish and

other aquacultural crops. Consortium arrangements with other U.:s.universi-

ties, international agricultural research centers, and LDC agricultural

research institutes would be used to supplement this expertise.

In the Title XII proposal, the University of Hawaii proposes that

the Hawaii Institute of Tropical Agriculture be financed jointly by state,

Title XIT, and Section 406 funds--without indicating any amounts. In the

proposal to expand Section 406, however, the university does propose a five-

year growth in funding from approximately $6 million per year to a steady-state

level of $15 million per year. They also present a first-year budget by

major program areas (plus administration) and by different categories of

manpower, supplies, travel, etc., the total of which is $6.021 million. 86

In discussing this proposal and budget, CTA makes the following points:

All proposed programs would receive some support, but
the Small Farm Management Systems would receive the
largest proportion of funds;

The employment of new faculty would be minimized, but
additional technical personnel would be sought and
the number of graduate students greatly increased;

There is an emphasis on travel to interchange ideas
among specialists and to help in problem definition
and research methodology design;

Other aspects concerning supplies, equipment, and
administration."

8 6Ibid., p. 13.

8 7Ibid., p. 14.
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Reorganization of CTA. CTA has recently begun a significant reorganiza-
tion which is expected to take several years to develop and implement. The
essence of the reorganization is 1) a shift from a functionally separate

administrative structure (teaching, research, and extension) toward the

integration of these functions, and 2) from a departmental organizational

basis to an interdisciplinary, programmatic organizational basis. Dean William
Furtick feels that these changes are required by deficiencies in the present

system and the new demands for accountability that are being made on all
public institutions. He also believes that the CTA is in a unique position

to make such changes and that the potential opportunities can be great:

Our college is in a unique position to experiment with new
approaches to resolve these widely perceived needs for
crossing organizational boundaries because we are small
enough to be able to try new approaches and, if they do not
function properly, to make changes that would be difficult
in some of the huge mainland universities....We are also
at the juncture of perhaps the greatest period in history
for changes in the roles and missions of the agricultural
colleges nationglly and perhaps much more markedly in our
own college....Q°

What Dean Furtick has in mina is creating essentially a new College of

Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources:

This college is aimed at becoming a national and international
resource center for education, research, and advisory services
in tropical agriculture, human resources, and renewable
natural resources, including programs dealing with tropical
forestry, aquaculture, and tropical ecosystem and renewablf:
resource planning, management and conservation.89

The planning process which was described earlier is part of this change.

An NSF grant to experiment with how multi-disciplinary research teams work

together at CTA has also provided a vehicle for change. The initial resistance

of some department chairmen and many of the faculty is now lessening, and the

hope is that reorganization will proceed gradually.

To summarize this section of the case study, as far as the future

goes, individuals at CTA are optimistic that things are about to "take off"

with respect to the State of Hawaii and to tropical agriculture in the LDCs.

88
Memo from Dean William Furtick to all CTA faculty, 27 April 1978, pp. 2-3.

89
Ibid.
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There appears to be more self - confidence and, at the same time, more awareness

that there are real opportunities to form consortia with other land- and

sea-grant universities to carry out development work in LDCs. Opportunities

in the Pacific--in the Trust Territories of Micronesia, Guam, And the University

of the South Pacific--are opening up. The future, in short, looks good.

VIII. Implications of the College of Tropical Agriculture Case

There are many more implications which arise from the CTA case study

than can be accommodated in this brief and final section. Certainly it can

be said, however, that starting up and maintaining a program for the applica-

tion of science and technology in developing countries is not an easy thing

to do; it is a continual effort with many failures and frustrations along

the way. As always, a small group of individuals appears to lead the way,

to persist in this effort--international agricultural "champions" they might

be called--while the majority lags behind or is simply not interested.

"Politics" has been an important ingredient to this history--at federal,

state, and university levels. There do seem to be major, key events which

have occurred along the way and which have greatly influenced subsequent

development and evolution of the institution. Despite all the problems,

success is possible.


